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LOG ABUNDANCE OF THE MODULI B-DIVISORS OF LC-TRIVIAL
FIBRATIONS
ZHENGYU HU
Abstract. We prove that the moduli b-divisor of an lc-trivial fibration from a log
canonical pair is log abundant. This result follows from a theorem on the restriction
of the moduli b-divisor, which is also obtained by E. Floris and V. Lazic´ [FL19]. We
give an alternative proof in Section 4.3, based on a theory of lc-trivial morphisms. We
also prove a theorem on extending a finite cover over a closed subvariety of the same
degree, on a variety over an arbitrary field.
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1. Introduction
We work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero unless stated other-
wise. In Section 3, we work over an arbitrary field.
Log abundance of the moduli b-divisor. Given a proper surjective morphism
f : X → Y of normal varieties with connected fibres, and a log canonical (lc for short)
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2 ZHENGYU HU
pair (X,B) withKX+B ∼R 0 over Y , there exists a canonical decomposition of Kodaira
type
KX +B ∼R f
∗(KY +BY +MY ),
where BY andMY are R-divisors on Y , called the discriminant and moduli R-divisors.
For any birational models X ′ → X, Y ′ → Y such that the induced map f ′ : X ′ →
Y ′ is a morphism, we can similarly define the discriminant and moduli R-divisors,
hence the discriminant R-b-divisorB and moduli R-Cartier R-b-divisorsM (See Section
2.1 for definition of b-divisors introduced by V. V. Shokurov). Using the theory of
variations of Hodge structure, F. Ambro[Amb04] and O. Fujino and Y. Gongyo[FG14]
show that, if B is a Q-divisor, then the moduli b-divisor M is Q-b-Cartier and b-nef,
hence K+B is Q-b-Cartier. One can extend this result to the real coefficient case (see
Corollary 2.26). Moreover, if we assume further that Y is complete, and every lc centre
is vertical/Y , then the moduli b-divisor M is b-nef and abundant ([Amb04][FG14]).
Using techniques from minimal model theory, O. Fujino and Y. Gongyo [FG14] proved
that, the assumption that every lc centre is vertical can be removed. In this paper, we
will not directly apply this result, but a similar technique from [FG14] will be used in
Section 4.3.
Generalised (polarised) pairs, introduced by C. Birkar and D. Q. Zhang [BZh16], are
originated from the above construction. Notation as above, the pair (X,B +M) with
data given by M is a generalised lc (g-lc for short) generalised pair (see Section 2.1
for definition of generalised pairs and generalised singularities). We call it the induced
generalised pair. The main purpose of this paper is to study the positivity of the moduli
b-divisor M, with respect to the induced generalised pair.
Given a generalised pair (X,B +M) with data M , and an R-b-Cartier b-divisor D
on X , we say D is b-nef and log abundant if DX′ is nef and log abundant with respect
to any sufficiently high log resolution (X ′, B′ +M ′) (see Definition 2.13).
Our main result is the log abundance of the moduli b-divisor.
Theorem 1.1 (=Corollary 4.29). Let f : X → Y be a surjective morphism between
normal complete varieties with connected fibres. Suppose that (X,B) is an lc pair with
KX +B ∼R 0/Y . Then the moduli b-divisor M is b-nef and log abundant with respect
to the induced generalised pair.
Extending a finite cover. In Section 3, we prove the following theorem on extending
a finite cover over a closed subvariety to a finite cover of the same degree over the
whole variety. Although in this paper, we will only use a special case of Theorem 1.2
the ground field is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, we will prove prove
it in full generality.
Theorem 1.2 (=Theorem 3.1). Let X be a normal variety over an arbitrary field and
S be a closed subvariety. Suppose we are given a finite morphism γ : S˜ → S from a
normal variety. Suppose further that one of the following conidtions holds:
(1) The residue field κ(ηS) at the generic point ηS of S is perfect.
(2) X is regular at the generic point of S.
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Then there exists a finite morphism ρ : X˜ → X of normal varieties together with a
closed subvariety Ŝ ⊂ X˜ satisfying:
S˜
γ
❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂
ν // Ŝ

  // X˜
ρ

S 
 // X
(1). Ŝ is mapped onto S through ρ and the above diagram commutes.
(2). ν is the normalisation of Ŝ.
(3). deg ρ = deg γ.
The category of lc-trivial morphisms. One of the difficulties of proving Theorem
1.1 using induction lies in the fact that, the restriction of f to an lc centre does not
necessarily have (geometric) connected general fibres. We therefore expand the category
of lc-trivial fibrations to that of lc-trivial morphisms, which allows its morphism to
have disconnected general fibres (see Definitions 2.25 and 4.1). Moreover, we define
the discriminant and moduli b-divisors by proper push-forwards via a finite map (see
Definitions 4.2 and 4.6). One can verify its positivity by the following theorem. Quite
recently, J. Han and W. Liu also obtained a similar result [HL19, Theorem 4.5].
Theorem 1.3 (=Theorem 4.5). Let (X/Z,B + M) be a generalised sub-pair over a
variety Z. Let f : X → Y be a generically finite surjective morphism of normal
varieties over Z, such that KX + BX + MX ∼K 0/Y . Then, there is a generalised
sub-pair (Y/Z,BY +MY ) with
KX +B +M ∼K f
∗(KY +BY +MY )
Moreover, if (X/Z,B+M) is g-lc (resp. g-klt, g-sub-lc, g-sub-klt), then so is (Y/Z,BY +
MY ).
Furthermore, we say an lc-trivial morphism is good if its moduli b-divisor behaves
exactly the same as the classical one (see Definition 4.8). An important feature of a
good lc-trivial morphism is that, it has a “dlt model”, namely a dlt-trivial morphism
(see Definition 4.17). Note that an lc-trivial fibration is automatically a good lc-trivial
morphism.
Proposition 1.4 (=Proposition 4.22). Let f : (X,B) → Y be an lc-trivial morphism
from an lc pair. Then, there exist a birational model φ : Y ′ → Y and a log birational
model (X ′, B′) of (X,B) with a B-birational contraction π : (X ′, B′) 99K (X,B) such
that the induced map f ′ : X 99K Y ′ is a morphism, (X ′, B′) is quasi-projective Q-
factorial dlt and the induced generalised pair (Y ′, BY ′ + MY ′) is quasi-projective Q-
factorial g-dlt.
X ′
f ′

π //❴❴❴ X
f

Y ′
φ // Y
In particular, if in addition we suppose f : (X,B)→ Y is good, then f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′
is a Q-factorial dlt-trivial morphism.
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Adjunction for fibre space commutes with restriction. In Section 4.3, we estab-
lish the following theorem of a dlt-trivial morphism, which asserts that, the dlt-triviality
in stable under the restriction; moreover, to construct a moduli b-divisor, adjunction
for a projective surjective morphism commutes with restriction to a stratum.
The author was informed by E. Floris and V. Lazic´ that they already obtained the
same result via a different approach, see [FL19, Proposition 4.4].
Theorem 1.5 (=Theorem 4.27). Let f : (X,B)→Y be a dlt-trivial morphism and T be
a stratum of the induced dlt pair (Y,BY ). Suppose S is a stratum of (X,B) saturated
over T (for example, S is a divisor; see Definition 4.26). Then,
(1) f |S : (S,BS)→ T is a dlt-trivial morphism where KS +BS = (KX +B)|S.
(2) If we denote by (T,BT +MT ) the g-dlt generalised pair with the moduli b-divisor
M|T given by the adjunction formula KT +BT +MT = (KY +BY +MY )|T , and
we denote by (T, CT + NT ) the g-dlt generalised pair with the moduli b-divisor
N given by the dlt-trivial morphism f |S : (S,BS)→ T . Then, we have
M|T = N.
The above theorem is another main result of this paper. Combining it with Propo-
sition 1.4, one can easily derive Theorem 1.1.
Relative log abundance of the moduli b-divisor. By Lemma 2.9, we obtain a
relative version of Theorem 1.1 as below.
Theorem 1.6 (=Corollary 4.31). Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective morphism
between normal varieties with connected fibres. Suppose that (X,B) is an lc pair with
KX + B ∼R 0/Y . Suppose further that Y is proper over a variety Z. Then the moduli
b-divisor M is b-nef and log abundant over Z with respect to the induced generalised
pair.
Sketch of proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.5. We prove Theorem 1.1 by induction
on the dimension of X . To arrange an inductive argument, we remove the assumption
on the connectedness of fibres, and assume f is a good lc-trivial morphism. Thanks
to Proposition 1.4, we may assume f : (X,B) → Y is dlt-trivial. Now by Theorem
1.5, it is sufficient to prove M is b-nef and abundant. Applying Theorem 1.5 again, we
may reduce to the case when (X,B) has no horizontal lc centres. Hence, the conclusion
follows from Corollary 2.27.
Next we sketch the proof of Theorem 1.5. First, by induction on dimension, we may
assume S is a prime divisor and T is a prime divisor or Y . Taking the Stein factorisa-
tion and by Proposition 1.4, we may assume f has connected fibres. Replacing f by an
appropriate base change obtained by Theorem 1.2, we may assume f |S has connected
fibres. Apply the weak semi-stable reduction (Theorem 2.33) to construct a weakly
semi-stable fibre space. Finally, by a similar technique of log Minimal Model Program
from [FG14], we obtain the conclusion.
Contents of the paper. In Section 2, we collect definitions, notations and results
on log MMP, in the setting of normal varieties. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.2.
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In Section 4.1, we define (good) lc-trivial morphisms and their moduli b-divisors. We
prove Theorem 1.3 to obtain the positivity of the moduli b-divisor. In Section 4.2,
we define dlt-trivial morphisms and prove Proposition 1.4. In Section 4.3, we prove
Theorems 1.5, 1.1 and 1.6.
Acknowledgments. The author is grateful to Wai-Kit Yeung for discussions and com-
ments on Section 3. He thanks Yifei Chen, Kenta Hashizume, Chen Jiang, Zhan Jiang
and Longke Tang for discussions. He also thanks Professors Florin Ambro, Caucher
Birkar, Kalle Karu and Aise Johan de Jong for answering his questions. Part of the
work was carried out when he was visiting CMS, Zhejiang Univeristy. He thanks Pro-
fessors Kefeng Liu and Hongwei Xu for their hospitality.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we collect definitions and some important results. Throughout this
paper all varieties are over a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and a
divisor refers to an R-Weil divisor unless stated otherwise.
2.1. Notations and definitions. We collect some notations and definitions.
Conventions. We denote by K the rational number field Q or the real number field R.
A birational model of a normal variety X , often denoted by X ′, means a variety admits
a proper and birational morphism to X , and a divisor D over X means a divisor on a
birational model of X .
Contractions. In this paper a contraction refers to a proper morphism f : X → Y
of varieties such that f∗OX = OY . In particular, f has connected fibres. Moreover, if
X is normal, then Y is also normal. A contraction f is small if f does not contract
any divisor. A birational map π : X 99K Y is a birational contraction if the inverse of
π does not contract divisors. Note that π is not necessarily a morphism unless stated
otherwise.
Divisors. Let X be a normal variety, and let M be an R-divisor on X . We denote the
coefficient of a prime divisor D in M by multDM . Writing M =
∑
miMi where Mi
are the distinct irreducible components, the notationM≥a means
∑
mi≥a
miMi, that is,
we ignore the components with coefficient < a. One similarly defines M≤a,M>a, and
M<a.
By a K-rational function we mean a formal product of finitely many rational functions
with K-exponent, namely ϕ :=
∏k
i=1 ϕ
αi
i with αi ∈ K for all i. We denote its K-Cartier
divisor by (ϕ) :=
∑k
i=1 αi(ϕi). Given two R-Cartier divisors D,D
′ on X , we say D,D′
are K-linearly equivalent, and denote by D ∼K D′, if there exists a K-rational function
ϕ such that D = D′ + (ϕ).
Given a proper morphism f : X → Z, we say D,D′ are K-linearly equivalent (resp.
linearly equivalent, equivalent) over Z and denote by D ∼K D′/Z (resp. D ∼ D′/Z,
D = D′/Z) if there exists an R-Cartier divisor DZ on Z such that D ∼K D′ + f ∗DZ
(resp. D ∼ D′ + f ∗DZ , D = D′ + f ∗DZ).
Very exceptional divisors. Let f : X → Y be a dominant morphism from a normal
variety to a variety, D a divisor on X , and Z ⊂ X a closed subset. We say Z is
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horizontal over Y if f(Z) dominates Y , and we say Z is vertical over Y if f(Z) is a
proper subset of Y .
Suppose f is a contraction of normal varieties. Recall that a divisor D is very
exceptional/Y if D is vertical/Y and for any prime divisor P on Y there is a prime
divisor Q on X which is not a component of D but f(Q) = P , i.e. over the generic
point of P we have Suppf ∗P * SuppD.
If codimf(D) ≥ 2, then D is very exceptional. In this case we say D is f -exceptional.
For practical reason, we sometimes use the terminology “very exceptional” even when
f is not necessarily a contraction. More precisely, let f : X → Y be a proper surjective
morphism from a normal variety to a variety, and X → Y˜ → Y be the Stein factori-
sation. We say a divisor D is very exceptional over Y if it is very exceptional over
Y˜ .
b-divisors. We recall some definitions regarding b-divisors. Let X be a variety. A
b-divisorD of X is a family {DX′}X′ of R-Weil divisors indexed by all birational models
X ′ of X , such that µ∗(DX′′) = DX′ if µ : X
′′ → X ′ is a birational contraction.
In most cases we focus on a class of b-divisors but not in full generality. An K-b-
Cartier b-divisor M is defined by the choice of a projective birational morphism X → X
from a normal variety and an K-Cartier divisor M on X in the way that MX′ = µ∗M
for any birational model π : X ′ → Y . In this case we say that M represents M or M
descends to X .
Given an K-b-Cartier b-divisors M on X represented by MY and a surjective proper
morphism f : Y → X , we define the pull-back ofM as the K-b-Cartier b-divisors f ∗M
represented by f
∗
M where f : Y → X is induced by f and X → X .
An R-b-Cartier b-divisor represented by some X → X and M is b-nef if M is nef.
Similarly we define a b-nef and abundant b-divisor if M is nef and abundant.
We say a few words about the relative case. Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective
morphism of varieties and D1,D2 be R-b-Cartier b-divisors on X represented by D1, D2
on X → X . We say D is K-linearly equivalent over Y and denote by D1 ∼K D2/Y
if there exists birational models φ : X ′ → X and Y ′ → Y such that the induced map
X ′ 99K Y ′ is a morphism and φ∗D1 ∼K φ∗D2/Y ′. The reader may want to check this
is well-defined since it is independent of the choice of birational models. In particular,
we say D is K-linearly trivial over Y if D ∼K 0/Y .
Morphisms induced by base change. Let f : X → Y be a dominant morphism
from a normal variety to a variety. Given a proper morphism g : Y ′ → Y of varieties,
we call f ′ : X ×Y Y ′ → Y ′ the base change. If g is surjective, then we consider the
normalisation W := (X ×Y Y ′)ν which is a disjoint union of finitely many normal
varieties, denote by W =
∐
iWi. For each i, we say Wi is a main component if Wi
dominates both Z and X . Recall the basic facts:
(1) If either f or g has the connected geometric generic fibre, then the main com-
ponent is unique. In this case, denoting by X ′ the normalisation of the unique
main component, we say f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ is the morphism induced by the base
change.
(2) If either f or g has equidimensional fibres, then every component is a main
component.
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(3) Combined, if f is equidimensional and g has connected geometric generic fibre,
then the fibre product is irreducible and reduced.
Pairs. A sub-pair (X/Z,B) consists of a normal variety X , a proper morphism X → Z
and an R-divisor B such that KX +B is R-Cartier. We say B is a pre-boundary. If the
coefficients of B are at most 1 we say B is a sub-boundary, and if in addition B ≥ 0,
we say B is a boundary. A sub-pair (X/Z,B) is called a pair if B is a boundary. When
Z is not relevant we usually drop it and do not mention it: in this case one can just
assume X → Z is the identity. When Z is a point we also drop it but say the pair is
projective.
Let φ : W → X be a log resolution of a sub-pair (X,B). Let KW+BW be the pulback
of KX + B. The log discrepancy of a prime divisor D on W with respect to (X,B) is
1 − multDBW and it is denoted by a(D,X,B). We say (X,B) is a sub-lc pair (resp.
sub-klt pair) if a(D,X,B) is ≥ 0 (resp. > 0) for every D. When (X,B) is a pair we
remove the sub and say the pair is lc, etc. Note that if (X,B) is an lc pair, then the
coefficients of B necessarily belong to [0, 1].
Let (X,B) be a sub-pair. A non-klt place of (X,B) is a prime divisor D on birational
models of X such that a(D,X,B) ≤ 0. A non-klt center is the image on X of a non-klt
place. When (X,B) is lc, a non-klt center is also called an lc center. For definitions
and standard results on singularities of pairs we refer to [KM98].
Generalised pairs. For the basic theory of generalised polarised pairs (generalised
pairs for short) we refer to [BZh16, Section 4]. Below we recall some of the main notions
and discuss some basic properties.
A generalised sub-pair consists of
• a normal variety X equipped with a proper morphism X → Z,
• an R-divisor B on X , and
• a b-R-Cartier b-divisor over X represented by some projective birational mor-
phism X
φ
→ X and R-Cartier divisor M on X such that M is nef/Z and
KX +B +M is R-Cartier, where M := φ∗M .
A generalised sub-pair is a generalised pair if B is effective.
We usually refer to the sub-pair by saying (X/Z,B+M) is a generalised sub-pair with
data M . Since a b-R-Cartier b-divisor is defined birationally, in practice we will often
replace X with a log resolution (and hence omit it) and replace M with its pullback. In
this case, we say (X,B+M)→ X , where KX+B+M is the pull-back of KX+B+M ,
is a data log resolution. When Z is not relevant we usually drop it and do not mention
it: in this case one can just assume X → Z is the identity. When Z is a point we
also drop it but say the pair is projective. A generalised sub-pair naturally defines a b-
divisor K+B+M which descends to X so that for any projective birational morphism
X ′
φ′
→ X we have φ′∗(KX +B +M) = KX′ +BX′ +MX′ . We call B the pre-boundary
b-divisor and M the moduli b-divisor. Similarly, If the coefficients of B are at most 1
we say B is a sub-boundary b-divisor, and if in addition B ≥ 0, we say B is a boundary
b-divisor.
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Now we define generalised singularities of a generalised pair. Replacing X we can
assume φ is a log resolution of (X,B). We can write
KX +B +M = φ
∗(KX +B +M)
for some uniquely determined B. For a prime divisor D on X the generalised log
discrepancy a(D,X,B +M) is defined to be 1−multD B.
We say (X,B+M) is generalised lc or g-lc (resp. generalised klt or g-klt) if for each D
the generalised log discrepancy a(D,X,B+M) is ≥ 0 (resp. > 0). We say (X,B+M)
is generalised dlt or g-dlt if it is g-lc, (X,B) is dlt, and every generalised non-klt center
of (X,B +M) is a non-klt center of (X,B) (note that here we are assuming (X,B) is
a dlt pair in the usual sense, in particular, KX + B is assumed to be R-Cartier). If in
addition the connected components of ⌊B⌋ are irreducible, we say the pair is generalised
plt or g-plt for short. Note that g-sub-lc, g-sub-klt, etc. can be defined similarly when
we drop the assumption of the effectivity of B.
A generalised non-klt center of a generalised sub-pair (X,B +M) is the image of a
prime divisor D over X with a(D,X,B +M) ≤ 0, and the generalised non-klt locus
of the generalised sub-pair is the union of all the generalised non-klt centers. When
(X,B +M) is g-lc, a generalised non-klt center is also called a g-lc center.
Given a g-lc generalised pair (X/Z,B + M) with data M , if M is a non-negative
R-linear combination of Q-Cartier divisors which are nef over Z, then the generalised
pair (X/Z,B +M) is an NQC generalised pair. Here, NQC stands for nef Q-Cartier
combinations.
Let (X,B +M) be a generalised pair as in (1) and let ψ : X ′ → X be a projective
birational morphism from a normal variety. Replacing φ we can assume φ factors
through ψ. We then let B′ and M ′ be the push-downs of B and M on X ′ respectively.
In particular,
KX′ +B
′ +M ′ = ψ∗(KX +B +M).
If B′ ≥ 0, then (X ′, B′ +M ′) is also a generalised pair with data M . If (X ′, B′ +M ′)
is Q-factorial g-dlt and if every exceptional prime divisor of ψ appears in B′ with
coefficients one, then we say (X ′, B′ +M ′) is a Q-factorial g-dlt model(or blow-up) of
(X,B+M). Such models exist if (X,B+M) is generalised lc, by [BZh16, Lemma 4.5].
Two generalised sub-pairs (X/Z,B+M), (X ′/Z,B+M) with dataM are B-birational
if there is a common log resolution X
π
← (X/Z,B +M)
π′
→ X ′ with KX + B +M =
π∗(KX + B +M) = π
′∗(KX′ + B
′ +M ′). In this case, the rational map (π′ ◦ π−1) :
X 99K X ′ is a B-birational map. If its inverse map does not contract divisors, then we
say it is a B-birational contraction.
Minimal models. A generalised pair (Y/Z,BY +MY ) with dataMY is a log birational
model of a generalised pair (X/Z,B+M) with data M if we are given a birational map
φ : X 99K Y , BY = B
∼ + E where B∼ is the birational transform of B and E is the
reduced exceptional divisor of φ−1, that is, E =
∑
Ej where Ej are the exceptional/X
prime divisors on Y and MY = M .
A log birational model (X/Z,B +M) is a log smooth model of (X/Z,B+M) if it is
log smooth with data M .
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A log birational model (Y/Z,BY +MY ) is a weak log canonical (weak lc for short)
model of (X/Z,B +M) if
• MY = M ,
• KY +BY +MY is nef/Z, and
• for any prime divisor D on X which is exceptional/Y , we have
a(D,X,B +M) ≤ a(D, Y,BY +MY ).
A weak lc model (Y/Z,BY +MY ) is a log minimal model of (X/Z,B +M) if
• (Y/Z,BY ) is Q-factorial g-dlt,
• the above inequality on log discrepancies is strict.
A log minimal model (Y/Z,BY+MY ) is good ifKY+BY+MY is semi-ample/Z. In this
case, KY +BY +MY defines a contraction g : Y →W such that KY +BY +MY = g∗AW
for some ample/Z divisor AW . We say W is the canonical model of (X/Z,B +M).
On the other hand, a log birational model (Y/Z,BY +MY ) is called a weak Mori
fibre space of (X/Z,B +M) if
• there is aKY +BY +MY -negative extremal contraction Y → T with dimY > dim T ,
and
• for any prime divisor D (on birational models of X) we have
a(D,X,B +M) ≤ a(D, Y,BY +MY )
and strict inequality holds if D is on X and contracted/Y .
A weak Mori fibre space (Y/Z,BY +MY ) is a Mori fibre space of (X/Z,B +M) if
• (Y/Z,BY +MY ) is Q-factorial g-dlt.
2.2. Nef and abundant divisors. In this subsection we will introduce the notion of
nef and abundant divisor and elementary properties in the setting of R-divisors. Most
contents of this subsection are taken from [Nak04] with slight modifications. We write
proofs of some results for the reader’s convenience.
Iitaka dimension and numerical dimension. Recall the following definitions of
Iitaka dimension and numerical dimension. Both integers are birational invariants given
by the growth of the quantity of sections. We remind the reader to be careful with R-
Cartier divisors.
Definition 2.1 (Invariant Iitaka dimension). Let X be a normal projective variety,
and D be an R-Cartier divisor D on X . We define the invariant Iitaka dimension of
D, denoted by κι(X,D), as follows (see also [Fuj-book17, Definition 2.5.5]): If there is
an R-divisor E ≥ 0 such that D ∼R E, set κι(X,D) = κ(X,E). Here, the right hand
side is the usual Iitaka dimension of E. Otherwise, we set κι(X,D) = −∞. We can
check that κι(X,D) is well-defined, i.e., when there is E ≥ 0 such that D ∼R E, the
invariant Iitaka dimension κι(X,D) does not depend on the choice of E. By definition,
we have κι(X,D) ≥ 0 if and only if D is R-linearly equivalent to an effective R-divisor.
Let X → Z be a projective morphism from a normal variety to a variety, and let D be
an R-Cartier divisor on X . Then the relative invariant Iitaka dimension of D, denoted
by κι(X/Z,D), is defined by κι(X/Z,D) = κι(X,D|F ), where F is a very general fibre
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(i.e. the fibre over a very general point) of the Stein factorisation of X → Z. Note that
the value κι(X,D|F ) does not depend on the choice of F (see [HH19, Lemma 2.10]).
Definition 2.2 (Numerical dimension). Let X be a normal projective variety, and D
be an R-Cartier divisor D on X . We define the numerical dimension of D, denoted by
κσ(X,D), as follows (see also [Nak04, V, 2.5 Definition]): For any Cartier divisor A on
X , we set
σ(D;A) = max
{
k ∈ Z≥0
∣∣∣∣ limm→∞supdimH0(X,OX(xmDy+ A))mk > 0
}
if dimH0(X,OX(xmDy + A)) > 0 for infinitely many m ∈ Z>0, and otherwise we set
σ(D;A) := −∞. Then, we define
κσ(X,D) := max{σ(D;A) |A is a Cartier divisor on X}.
Let X → Z be a projective morphism from a normal variety to a variety, and let D
be an R-Cartier divisor on X . Then, the relative numerical dimension of D over Z,
denoted by κσ(X/Z,D), is defined by κσ(F,D|F ), where F is a very general fibre of the
Stein factorisation of X → Z. We note that the value κσ(F,D|F ) does not depend on
the choice of F , so the relative numerical dimension is well-defined.
For a collection of basic properties of the invariant Iitaka dimension and the numerical
dimension, we refer to [HH19, Remark 2.8].
Definition 2.3 (Relatively abundant divisor and relatively log abundant divisor). Let
f : X → Z be a projective morphism from a normal variety to a variety, and D be an
R-Cartier divisor on X . We say that D is abundant over Z if the equality κι(X/Z,D) =
κσ(X/Z,D) holds. When Z is a point, we simply say D is abundant.
Let f : X → Z and D be as above, and (X,B+M) be a g-sub-lc generalised sub-pair.
We say that D is π-log abundant (or log abundant over Z) with respect to (X,B +M)
if D is abundant over Z and for any g-lc center S of (X,B+M) with the normalization
Sν → S, the pullback D|Sν is abundant over Z.
Remark 2.4. With notation in Definition 2.3, let Xη be the geometric generic fibre
of the Stein factorisation of f . By flat base change, one can easily verify that D is
abundant over Z if and only if the restriction D|Xη is abundant. Moreover, if we denote
by Xηi the geometric generic fibres of the Stein factorisation of f |Sνi for each g-sub-lc
centre Si, then, D is log abundant over Z if and only if D|Xη is abundant and D|Xηi is
abundant for every i.
Nef and abundant divisors. Recall that, given a a projective morphism f : X → Z
from a normal variety to a variety, an R-Cartier divisor D is semi-ample if there exist
a proper surjective morphism g : X → Y over Z and an ample divisor DY of Y such
that D ∼R g∗DY .
Lemma 2.5. Notation as above, let D be an R-Cartier divisor.
(1) D is semi-ample if and only if D is a convex combination of semi-ample Q-
divisors.
(2) let D′ be another R-Cartier divisor. If D,D′ are semi-ample, then so is D+D′.
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Proof. (1) can be proved by an elementary argument from convex geometry. (2) is a
direct consequence of (1). 
Lemma 2.6 (Nef and abundant divisor, cf.[Nak04, V. 2.3 Lemma]). Let f : X → Z be
a projective morphism from a normal variety to a variety, and let D be an R-Cartier
divisor on X. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) D is nef and abundant over Z.
(2) there exist a birational model π : X ′ → X, a surjective morphism g : X ′ → Y
of smooth quasi-projective varieties over Z, and a nef and big/Z divisor B of Y
such that π∗D ∼R g
∗B.
Proof. First we prove (1) implies (2). By [Nak04, V. 2.3 Lemma(1)] and Remark 2.4,
there exist a non-empty open subset UZ ⊂ Z, a birational model π : X ′ → X , a
surjective morphism g : X ′ → Y of smooth quasi-projective varieties over Z, and an R-
Cartier divisor B of Y such that (π|U ′)
∗(D|U) ∼R (g|U ′)
∗(B|UY ), where U, U
′ and UY are
the inverse images of UZ , and B|UY is nef and big over Z. Applying the equidimensional
reduction, there exist birational models π′ : X ′′ → X ′, φ : Y ′ → Y ′ so that the induced
morphism g′ : X ′′ → Y ′ is equidimensional. Let ϕ be the R-rational function such
that π∗D + (ϕ) − g∗B = 0 over U . Since g′ is equidimensional, by an easy argument
(for example, see [Hu17, Proof of Lemma 3.9]), there exists a divisor ∆ on Y ′ so that
(π ◦ π′)∗D + (ϕ) = g′∗(φ∗B +∆) + E where E ≥ 0 is very exceptional/Y ′. Hence, by
the negativity lemma [Bir12, Lemma 3.3], we deduce E = 0. Replacing Y with Y ′, B
with φ∗B +∆ and X with a resolution of X ′′, we complete the proof.
We prove (2) implies (1). This follows directly from [Nak04, V. 2.7 Proposition]. 
Remark 2.7. One can regard (2) as an alternative definition of nef and abundant R-
Cartier divisor (see [Amb05][FG12]). Note that by our definition of abundant divisor,
notation as above, one cannot expect π∗D ∼Q g∗B as in [Nak04, V. 2.3 Lemma(1)]
unless D ∼Q E/UZ for some divisor E ≥ 0 and a non-empty open subset UZ ⊂ Z (by
[HH19, Lemma 2.10]). Nevertheless, if D ≥ 0 is effective, then we can find B so that
π∗D = g∗B.
Lemma 2.8. Let f : X → Z be a proper surjective morphism from a normal variety
to a variety, g : Y → X be a proper surjective morphism of normal varieties, and D be
an R-Cartier divisor. Then, D is nef and abundant over Z if and only if f ∗D is nef
and abundant over Z.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from [Nak04, V. 2.7. Proposition]. 
Lemma 2.9 (From global to local). Let f : X → Z be a surjective morphism from a
normal projective variety to a variety and D be a nef and abundant R-Cartier divisor.
Then, D is nef and abundant over Z.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, there exist a smooth birational model π : X ′ → X and an
effective divisor E such that π∗D = Am +
1
m
E with Am semi-ample for every m ∈ N.
By Lemma 2.5, Am is semi-ample over Z. Let Ym, Ymk be the normal varieties over Z
given by Am, Amk respectively, for some integer k ≥ 2, and Y be a common resolution
of them. Replacing X ′ we may assume g : X ′ 99K Y is a morphism. It follows that
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E ∼R g∗EY for some effective divisor EY on Y , hence π∗D = g∗B for some nef and
big/Z divisor which completes the proof by Lemma 2.6 again. 
Lemma 2.10. Let f : X → Z be a projective morphism from a normal variety to a
variety, and let D1, D2 be two R-Cartier divisors on X. If both D1, D2 are nef and
abundant, then so is D1 +D2.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 there exist a birational model π : X ′ → X , surjective morphisms
g1 : X
′ → Y1, g2 : X ′ → Y2 and nef and big/Z divisors B1, B2 on Y1, Y2 respectively,
such that π∗D1 = g
∗
1Y1, π
∗D2 = g
∗
2Y2. Let g : X
′ → Y be the Iitaka fibration. Note
that g1, g2 are birational to the Iitaka fibrations of D1, D2 respectively. Replacing X
′
and Y we may assume g1, g2 factor through g which implies the lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. Let f : X → Z be a projective morphism from a normal variety to a
variety, and let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X. Suppose D is a non-negative R-linear
combination of finitely many Q-Cartier divisors which are nef and abundant over Z.
Then, D is nef and abundant over Z. Moreover, the converse holds if there exists a
boundary divisor B such that (X,B) is lc and D ∼R KX +B.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the previous lemma. We prove the
second statement. Let π : (X ′, B′) → X be a Q-factorial dlt model. Since D is nef
and abundant over Z, by Lemma 2.6, there exist a birational model π′ : X ′′ → X ′, a
surjective morphism g : X ′′ → Y of smooth quasi-projective varieties over Z, and a nef
and big/Z divisor G of Y such that (π ◦ π′)∗D ∼R g
∗G.
Now let {Di}ni=1 be the set of all components of π
∗D and {Gi}mi=1 be the set of all
components of G. Write
D +
k∑
j=1
aj(ϕj) = KX +B =
q∑
j=1
ℓjLj ; (π ◦ π
′)∗D +
l∑
j=1
bj(φj) =
p∑
j=1
cjg
∗Gj
Consider the following R-linear space
L := {
n∑
j=1
αjDj |
n∑
j=1
αjDj +
k∑
j=1
R(ϕj) intersects
q∑
j=1
Rπ∗Lj}
which is a rational R-linear subspace of
∑n
j=1RDj . Moreover, by [Bir11, Proposition
3.2], there is a rational polytope N containing B′ such that KX +∆ is nef/Z for every
∆ ∈ N . Since G is big, there exists a rational polytope P containing G. Given an
element D′ of L, because the conditions that π′∗D′ +
∑l
j=1R(φj) intersects g
∗P and
that D′+
∑k
j=1R(ϕj) intersects
∑q
j=1Rπ
∗Lj
⋂
(KX +N ) are rationally polyhedral, we
deduce π∗D can be expressed as a convex combination of nef and abundant/Z Q-divisors
which in turn implies the lemma by construction. 
Remark 2.12. We note that the converse statement of the previous lemma does not
hold unconditionally by an easy example. With a little more effort, the above lemma
can be generalised to NQC generalised pairs.
Definition 2.13 (b-nef and abundant divisors and b-nef and log abundant divisors).
Let f : X → Z be a proper morphism from a normal variety to a variety, (X,B+M) be
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a g-sub-lc generalised sub-pair with the moduli b-divisor M, and D be an R-b-Cartier
b-divisor on X . We say D is b-nef and log abundant if for any data log resolution
(X,B +M)→ X to which D,M descends, we have DX is nef and log abundant. Note
that the definition is independent of the choice of (X,B +M).
2.3. Nakayama-Zariski decompositions. Nakayama [Nak04] defined a decomposi-
tion D = Pσ(D) + Nσ(D) for any pseudo-effective R-Cartier divisor D on a smooth
projective variety. We refer to this as the Nakayama-Zariski decomposition. We call
Pσ the positive part and Nσ the negative part. We can extend it to the singular
case as follows. Let X be a normal projective variety and D be a pseudo-effective R-
Cartier divisor on X . We define Pσ(D) by taking a resolution f : W → X and letting
Pσ(D) := f∗Pσ(f
∗D). An R-Cartier divisor D is called pseudo-movable if D = Pσ(D).
It is worth to remark that, given a normal variety X projective/Z and a pseudo-
effective divisor D/Z, Nakayama [Nak04] also defines the relative Nakayama-Zariski
decomposition D = Pσ(D/Z)+Nσ(D/Z). However, this notion may bring some subtle
difficulties outside a neighborhood of generic fibre (see [Nak04, III, 4.3. Lemma]). So
we will NOT use this notion in the article.
Asymptotic vanishing orders. We collect basic definitions from [Nak04] but in the
setting of normal varieties instead of smooth varieties.
Suppose that D is a divisor on a normal projective variety X with κι(D) ≥ 0 and Γ
is a prime divisor over X with its corresponding discrete valuation multΓ. We define
the asymptotic vanishing order of D along Γ as
oΓ(D) := inf{multΓ(L)|L ∈ |E|Q}.
where 0 ≤ E ∼R D and |E|K denotes the sets of effective divisors L satisfying L ∼K E
and the asymptotic fixed part as F (D) :=
∑
Γ oΓ(D)Γ where Γ runs over all prime
divisors on X . One may easily verify the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.14. The above definition is independent of the choice of E. Moreover, the
asymptotic vanishing order coincides with the number derived similarly from |E|R in-
stead of |E|Q.
Proof. Replacing X with a resolution we can assume X is smooth and Γ is a prime
divisor onX . Since the first assertion can be implied by the latter, it suffices to show the
latter assertion. Let E ′ ∼R E be another effective divisor and write E ′+
∑
i ai(fi) = E
where ai ∈ R and fi’s are rational functions. It is enough to show that
(†) inf{multΓ(L)|L ∈ |E|Q} ≤ multΓE
′.
By [Fuj-book17, Proof of Lemma 2.5.6], for any sufficiently divisible positive integer n,
there is an injection
H0(X,OX(⌊nE
′⌋)) →֒ H0(X,OX(⌊(n+ 1)E⌋))
given by a rational function 1/gn. Moreover, by the construction of gn, we have that
(gn) is a Q-linear combination of (fi)’s and lim
n→∞
1
n+1
(gn) =
∑
i ai(fi). Now set En =
E + 1
n+1
(gn). We obtain 0 ≤ En ∼Q E and lim
n→∞
multΓEn = multΓE
′ which in turn
implies the inequality (†). 
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Note that when D is a Q-Cartier divisor, the definition here coincides with the
classical definition due to the previous lemma and a standard argument from convex
geometry.
Let us fix an ample divisor A. We define the numerical vanishing order of a pseudo-
effective divisor D along Γ as
σΓ(D) := lim
ǫ↓0
oΓ(D + ǫA).
[Nak04, III, 1.7. Lemma] verifies that the definition above is independent of the choice
of A. Readers may notice that the variety here is not required to be smooth. Since we
work with discrete valuations, by passing to a resolution, the argument from [Nak04]
still works. Moreover, σΓ defines a lower semi-continuous convex function on the pseudo-
effective cone PE(X) ⊂ N1(X), and σΓ = oΓ is continuous on the big cone Big(X).
Hence we have σΓ(D) := lim
ǫ↓0
σΓ(D + ǫE) for any pseudo-effective divisor E.
By an easy calculation one deduces that the negative part of the Nakayama-Zariski
decomposition of D has the coefficients which are numerical asymptotic vanishing or-
ders: Nσ(D) =
∑
Γ σΓ(D)Γ, where Γ runs over all prime divisors on X . Note that in
general neither Nσ(D) nor Pσ(D) are R-Cartier.
2.4. Minimal model theory for generalised pairs. In this subsection we review
the log minimal model program (log MMP) on a generalised log canonical divisor from
[BZh16]. We will use standard results of Log MMP (cf. [KM98][BCHM10]).
Log MMP with scaling. Let (X/Z,B + C + M) = (X1/Z,B1 + C1 + M1) be a
g-lc generalised pair with data M such that KX1 + B1 + C1 +M1 is nef/Z, B1 ≥ 0,
and C1 ≥ 0 is R-Cartier. Suppose X → Z is projective, X is Q-factorial klt and C is
ample/Z. Then,
(∗) for any s ∈ (0, 1) there is a boundary ∆ ∼R B + sA +M/Z such that (X,∆+
(1− s)C) is klt.
So, by a standard minimal model theory, either KX1 +B1 +M1 is nef/Z or there is an
extremal ray R1/Z such that (KX1 +B1+M1) ·R1 < 0 and (KX1 +B1+λ1C1) ·R1 = 0
where
λ1 := inf{t ≥ 0|KX1 +B1 + tC1 +M1 is nef/Z}.
Now, if KX1 + B1 + M1 is nef/Z or if R1 defines a Mori fibre structure, we stop.
Otherwise, R1 gives a divisorial contraction or a log flip X1 99K X2. We now consider
(X2/Z,B2 + λ1C2 +M2) where B2 + λ1C2 + M2 is the birational transform of B1 +
λ1C1 +M1 and continue. By continuing this process, we obtain a sequence of numbers
λi and a log MMP/Z which is called the log MMP/Z on KX1 + B1 +M1 with scaling
of C1. Note that by definition λi ≥ λi+1 for every i, and we usually put λ = lim
i→∞
λi.
Recall that, a Cartier divisor D on X/Z is called movable over Z if g∗OX(D) 6= 0
and if the cokernel of the natural homomorphism g∗g∗OX(D)⊗OX(−D)→ OX , called
the base ideal of |D/Z|, has a support of codimension ≥ 2, where g : X → Z is a
proper morphism (see [Fuj-book17, Definition 2.4.3]). In the geometric context, when
Z is quasi-projective (for instance, Z is affine), by a theorem of Bertini (see [Stack20,
Lemma 0FD5]), D is movable/Z if and only if the relative base locus Bs(|D/Z|) has
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codimension ≥ 2. An R-Cartier divisor D on X is called movable over Z if it is a
non-negative R-linear combination of Cartier movable/Z divisors.
With notation as paragraph one, in general, when KX + B +M is pseudo-effective,
we do not know whether the above log MMP terminates, but we know that in some
step of the MMP we reach a model Y on which KY + BY + MY , the push-down of
KX+B+M , is a pseudo-movable/Z divisor (i.e. a limit of movable/Z divisors): indeed,
if the MMP terminates, then the claim is obvious; otherwise the MMP produces an
infinite sequence Xi 99K Xi+1 of flips and a decreasing sequence λi of numbers in (0, 1]
such that KXi+Bi+λiCi+Mi is nef/Z; by [BZh16, Lemma 4.4(2)](cf.[BCHM10][Bir12,
Theorem 1.9]), limλi = 0; in particular, if Y := X1, then KY + BY +MY is the limit
of the movable/Z R-divisors KY +BY + λiCY +MY .
Log MMP on very exceptional divisors. With the discussion above on reaching
a pseudo-movable model, one can obtain the following lemmas of log MMP on very
exceptional divisors. Notation as above, recall the basic fact that, ifKX+B+M ≡ E for
some R-Cartier divisor, then by the negativity Lemma, the equation KXi+Bi+Mi ≡ Ei
holds for each i since Xi is Q-factorial.
Lemma 2.15 (cf.[Bir12, Theorem 3.4]). Let (X/Z,B+M) be a g-lc pair with data M
such that KX + B +M ≡ E/Z with E ≥ 0 very exceptional/Z. Suppose X → Z is
projective and X is Q-factorial klt. Then, any log MMP/Z on KX+B+M with scaling
of an ample/Z divisor terminates with a model Y on which KY +BY +MY ≡ EY = 0/Z.
Proof. Since the question is local, by shrinking Z we may assume Z is affine. With
notation as above, we run a log MMP/Z on KX +B +M with scaling of an ample/Z
divisor C. The only divisors that can be contracted are the components of E hence
E remains very exceptional/Z during the MMP. By the discussions above, we reach a
model Y on which KY + BY +MY ≡ EY , the push-down of KX + B +M and E, is
pseudo-movable/Z. Since KY + BY +MY is nef on the very general curves of S/Z for
any component of EY , and EY is very exceptional/Z, by the negativity lemma [Bir12,
Lemma 3.3], we deduce EY = 0. 
With a little more work we can obtain a slightly generalised result. Notation as
below, we note that, by [Nak04, V. 1.12. Corollary], for a very general fibre F , the
condition Eh|F = Nσ((KX +B+M)|F ) is equivalent to that κσ((KX +B+M)|F ) = 0.
So it does not depend on the choice of F , and is preserved under MMP.
Lemma 2.16. Let (X/Z,B+M) be a g-lc pair with data M such that KX +B+M ≡
E/Z with E ≥ 0 very exceptional/Z. Writing E = Eh + Ev where Eh denotes the
horizontal/Z part and Ev denotes the vertical/Z part, we suppose that
• X → Z is projective and X is Q-factorial klt,
• Eh|F = Nσ((KX + B + M)|F ), where F is a very general fibre of the Stein
factorisation of X → Z, and
• Ev is very exceptional/Z.
Then, any log MMP/Z on KX +B +M with scaling of an ample/Z divisor terminates
with a model Y on which KY +BY +MY ≡ EY = 0/Z.
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Proof. With a similar argument as above, we run a log MMP/Z and reach a model Y on
which KY +BY +MY ≡ EY , the push-down ofKX+B+M and E, is pseudo-movable/Z.
It follows that, for a very general fibre, we have EY |F = EhY |F is pseudo-movable, and
thus one infers EhY = 0 which in turn implies that EY is very exceptional/Z. So the
lemma is proved by Lemma 2.15. 
The same arguments as in the previous lemma imply:
Lemma 2.17 ([HL18, Proposition 3.8], cf.[Bir12, Theorem 3.5]). Let (X/Z,B+M) be
a g-lc pair with data M such that X → Z is projective, X is Q-factorial klt, and
KX +B +M ≡ Q = Q+−Q−/Z where Q+, Q− ≥ 0 have no common components and
Q+ is very exceptional/Z. Then, any log MMP/Z on KX + B +M with scaling of an
ample/Z divisor contracts Q+ after finitely many steps.
Definition 2.18 (G-dlt model, [HL18, Definition 2.2]). A g-lc generalised pair (X/Z,B+
M) with data M is generalised dlt or g-dlt if X is quasi-projective and there is an open
subset U ⊂ X containing the generic points of all g-lc centres with (U,B|U +M |U) log
smooth.
Lemma 2.19 (G-dlt modification, [HL18, Proposition 3.9]). Let (X/Z,B + M) be a
g-lc generalised pair with data M . Then, there exists a birational model π : X ′ → X
such that (X ′/Z,B′ +M ′) be a Q-factorial g-dlt generalised pair with data M , where
KX′ +B
′+M ′ = π∗(KX +B+M), and that a(E,X,B+M) = 0 for every exceptional
prime divisor E.
Proof. The lemma is almost direct consequence of Lemma 2.17. It only remains to check
that (Xi, Bi +Mi) being g-dlt is preserved under MMP. Indeed, this follows directly
from the fact that, the locus contracted by the MMP does not contain any g-lc centre.
(For a detailed argument, see [HL18, Lemma 3.7].) 
2.5. Lc-trivial fibrations. We collect some definitions and results from [Amb99][Amb04]
[Amb05] with slight modifications.
Pre-discriminant divisors. Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective morphism of
normal varieties and (X,B) is lc over the generic point ηY of Y . For a prime divisor
P ⊂ Y . By shrinking Y around the generic point of P , we assume that P is Cartier.
We set
bP = max{t ∈ Q|(X,B + tf
∗P ) is sub-lc over the generic point of P}
and set
BY =
∑
P
(1− bP )P,
where P runs over prime divisors on Y . Then it is easy to see that BY is well defined
since bP = 1 for all but a finite number of prime divisors and it is called the pre-
discriminant divisor.
If KX +B ∼R f ∗D for some divisor D on Y , then we set
MY = D −KY −BY
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and call MY the pre-moduli divisor. We note that the pre-discriminant divisor (resp.
pre-moduli divisor) is called the discriminant divisor (resp. moduli divisor) in literatures
such as [Amb99][Amb04] etc.. The pre-discriminant (resp. pre-moduli) divisor is said
to be the discriminant (resp. moduli) divisor when f has connected fibres.
We collect some basic properties of the pre-discriminant divisors.
Remark 2.20 ([Amb99, Remark 3.1, Example 3.1]). (1). If f ′ : (X ′, B′)
γ
→ (X,B) →
Y is the map induced by a proper surjective generically finite morphism γ and KX′ +
B′ = γ∗(KX + B), then B
′
Y = BY . In other words, for computing BY we are free to
replace (X,B) by any alteration (X ′, B′).
(2). (Additivity.) If D is an R-Cartier divisor on Y , then KX +B + f ∗D is again lc
over ηY and (X,B + f
∗D) gives the pre-discriminant part BY +D.
(3). (Finite maps.) Assume that f is a finite map and KX + B is the pull-back of
the divisor KY + BY . If P is a prime divisor on X , Q = f(P ) and w = multP (f
∗Q),
then
bQ = a(Q; Y,BY ) = a(P ;X,B)/w = bP/w.
Let φ : Y ′ → Y be a birational contraction from a normal variety Y ′. Let X ′ be
a resolution of the main component of X ×Y Y ′ which dominates Y ′. The induced
morphism π : X ′ → X is birational, and KX′ +B′ = π∗(KX +B). Let BY ′ be the pre-
discriminant of KX′+B
′ on Y ′. Since the definition of the pre-discriminant is divisorial
and φ is an isomorphism over codimension one points of Y , by Remark 2.20(1) we
have BY = φ∗(BY ′). This means that there exists a unique b-divisor B of Y such that
BY ′ is the pre-discriminant on Y
′ of the induced fibre space f ′ : (X ′, B′) → Y ′, for
every birational model Y ′ of Y . We call B the pre-discriminant b-divisor. We define
the pre-moduli b-divisor M in a similar way. The pre-discriminant (resp. pre-moduli)
b-divisor is said to be discriminant (resp. moduli) when f has connected fibres.
Lc-trivial fibrations. Recall that the discrepancy b-divisor A = A(X,B) of a pair
(X,B) is the b-divisor of X with the trace AY defined by the formula
KY = f
∗(KX +B) +AY ,
where f : Y → X is a proper birational morphism of normal varieties. Similarly, we
define A∗ = A∗(X,B) by
A∗Y = Σai>1aiAi
for
KY = f
∗(KX +B) + ΣaiAi,
where f : Y → X is a proper birational morphism of normal varieties. Note that
A(X,B) = A∗(X,B) when (X,B) is sub-klt.
By the definition, we have OX(⌈A∗(X,B)⌉) = OX if (X,B) is lc (see [Fuj12, Lemma
3.19]). We also have OX(⌈A(X,B)⌉) = OX when (X,B) is klt.
Definition 2.21 (cf.[FG14, Definition 3.2] [Amb04, Definition 2.1]). AK-lc-trivial (resp.
K-klt-trivial) fibration f : (X,B) → Y consists of a proper surjective morphism
f : X → Y between normal varieties with connected fibers and a sub-pair (X,B)
satisfying the following properties:
(1) (X,B) is sub-lc (resp. sub-klt) over the generic point of Y;
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(2) rankf∗OX(⌈A∗(X,B)⌉) = 1;
(3) There exists an R-Cartier divisor D on Y such that
KX +B ∼K f
∗D.
We briefly sketch the results for Q-lc-trivial fibrations. Note that we allow D to
be R-Cartier in the definition of a Q-lc-trivial fibration. In fact, by modifying D to
a Q-Cartier divisor, one can easily reduce to the classical situation. Thanks to the
important results [Amb04, Theorem 2.5][FG14, Theorem 3.6] obtained by the theory of
variations of (mixed) Hodge structure, the moduli b-divisorM of a Q-lc-trivial fibration
is Q-b-Cartier and b-nef. Hence K+B is R-b-Cartier.
If we assume further that Y is complete, the geometric generic fiber Xη = X ×Y
Spec(k(Y )) is a projective variety and (Xη, Bη) is klt, where Bη = B|Xη , then by
[Amb04, Theorem 3.3][FG14, Theorem 3.10] the moduli b-divisorM is b-nef and abun-
dant.
Moreover, by [FG14, Theorem 1.1], the moduli b-divisorM of a Q-lc-trivial fibration
from an lc pair is b-nef and abundant. As we mentioned in the introduction, we will
not directly apply [FG14, Theorem 1.1] in this article, but we will use their strategy in
Section 4.3.
The following lemma is elementary.
Lemma 2.22. Let f : (X,B) → Y be an R-lc-trivial (resp. R-klt-trivial) fibration.
Then, B is a convex combination of Q-divisors Bi such that f : (X,Bi) → Y is Q-lc-
trivial (resp. Q-klt-trivial).
Proof. We only prove for the R-lc-trivial fibrations. Let f : (X,B) → Y be an R-lc-
trivial fibration, ϕ =
∏k
i=1 ϕ
αi
i be an R-rational function so that KX +B + (ϕ) = f
∗D.
Let V ⊂ CDivR(Y ) be a finite dimensional rational linear subspace containing D,
L ⊂ CDivR(X) be a rational polytope containing B such that, for every ∆ ∈ L, we
have (X,∆) is a sub-pair which is sub-lc over the generic point of Y . Now we consider
the rational polytope
P := {∆ ∈ L|∆+
k∑
i=1
R(ϕi) intersects f
∗V}
For every ∆ ∈ P, we have further KX +∆ ∼R 0/Y . It is obvious that B ∈ P.
It suffices to show that, there exists a convex combination B =
∑
j αjBj of Q-divisors
Bj ∈ P with rankf∗OX(⌈A∗(X,Bj)⌉) = 1. To this end, pick a log resolution π : X → X
of (X,
∑
j Bj) where every element of P is supported by
∑
j Bj. Note that the proofs
of [Fuj12, Lemma 3.19 and 3.20] still work for R-sub-boundaries. Hence, by shrinking
Y , we may assume (X,∆) is sub-lc for every ∆ ∈ P, and we have
f∗OX(⌈A
∗(X,∆)⌉) = f∗π∗OX(
∑
ai 6=−1
⌈ai⌉Ai)
where KX = π
∗(KX +∆) +
∑
aiAi. Consider the rational sub-polytope
Q = {∆ ∈ P|⌈A∗(X,∆)X⌉ ≤ ⌈A
∗(X,B)X⌉}.
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Then, for any Bj ∈ Q, we have rankf∗OX(⌈A∗(X,Bj)⌉) = 1 which completes the
proof. 
Remark 2.23. The converse direction of the previous lemma is not true in general.
See the example below.
Example 2.24. Let π : X → P2 be the blow-up at two points p1, p2 ∈ P2, E be one
of the exceptional curve. Let L0 be the line passing through both two points, Li,j be
general lines passing through pi, for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, and let L
′
0, L
′
i,j be the birational
transforms on X . Let mA be a general member of |mL|, where L is a general line, and
A′ be the birational transform of A on X .
Set B1 = 3A
′ − E and B2 =
3
2
A′ + 3
4
(L′1,1 + L
′
1,2) +
3
4
(L′2,1 + L
′
2,2) −
1
2
L′0. One
can easily check that KX + B1 ∼Q 0, KX + B2 ∼Q 0 with h0(X,OX(⌈−B1⌉)) =
0, h0(X,OX(⌈−B2⌉)) = 0, but h0(X,OX(⌈−
1
2
(B1 +B2)⌉)) = h0(X,OX(E + L′0)) = 1.
Next we introduce the notion of lc-trivial fibration.
Definition 2.25. An lc-trivial (resp. klt-trivial) fibration f : (X,B)→ Y consists of a
proper surjective morphism f : X → Y between normal varieties with connected fibers
and a sub-pair (X,B) such that B is a convex combination of divisors Bi such that
f : (X,Bi)→ Y is R-lc-trivial (resp. R-klt-trivial).
By Lemma 2.22, an lc-trivial fibration is a convex combination of Q-lc-trivial fibra-
tions. We immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.26. With notation in Definition 2.25, letting B be the discriminant b-
divisor, we have B is a convex combination of Q-b-divisors Bi such that K + Bi is
Q-b-Cartier. In particular, K + B is R-b-Cartier. In the same way, the moduli b-
divisor M is a convex combination of Q-b-Cartier and b-nef Q-divisors. In particular,
(Y,BY +MY ) with data M is an NQC generalised sub-pair.
The results from [Amb04][FG14] can be generalised in the same way as below.
Corollary 2.27 (cf.[Amb04, Theorem 3.3][FG14, Theorem 3.10]). Let f : (X,B)→ Y
be an lc-trivial fibration. Suppose that Y is complete, the geometric generic fiber Xη =
X ×Y Spec(k(Y )) is a projective variety and (Xη, Bη) is klt, where Bη = B|Xη . Then,
the moduli b-divisor M is a convex combination of Q-b-Cartier and b-nef and abundant
Q-divisors. In particular, M is R-b-Cartier and b-nef and abundant.
Proof. The arguments are analogous to the first paragraph in the proof of 2.22. The
last assertion follows from 2.11. 
The category of lc-trivial (resp. klt-trivial) fibrations is closed under base change
(see [Amb05, Proposition 3.1][FG14, Section 3.3]). More precisely, given an lc-trivial
fibration f : (X,B) → Y and a surjective proper morphism γ : Y ′ → Y , the induced
lc-trivial fibration f ′ : (X ′, B′) → Y ′ is given by the normalization X ′ of the main
component of X ×Y Y ′ and KX′ +B′ = ρ∗(KX +B) where ρ : X ′ → X is the induced
morphism.
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Lemma 2.28 (cf.[Amb05, Proposition 3.1]). Let f : (X,B)→ Y be an lc-trivial fibra-
tion. Let γ : Y ′ → Y be a surjective proper morphism from a normal variety Y ′, and
let f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′ be an lc-trivial fibration induced by base change
(X,B)

(X ′, B′)
ρoo

Y Y ′
γoo
Let M and M′ be the corresponding moduli b-divisors. Then
γ∗M =M′.
2.6. Weak semi-stable reductions. In this article we apply the theorems of the
weak toroidalisation and the weak semi-stable reduction developed by Abramovich,
Denef and Karu [ADK13][AK00]. See also [Amb04, Section 4], [Kaw15, Theorem 2].
The following theorem is [ADK13, Theorem 1.1] which is a slight generalisation of
[AK00, Theorem 2.1]. Note that condition (2) below is similar to [ADK13, Theorem
1.1] condition (4) but with an extra condition on ∆Y . The extra condition will not cause
any trouble so the proof from [ADK13] is still sufficient. For the reader’s convenience,
we give a sketch of proof with an emphasis on the exceptional loci. For a detailed proof
we refer to [ADK13].
Theorem 2.29 (Weak toroidalisation). Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective morphism
of normal varieties and Z ⊂ X,ZY ⊂ Y be proper closed subsets. Then there exist
proper birational morphisms π, φ and a commutative diagram
(X,∆)
f

π // X ⊃ Z
f

(Y ,∆Y )
φ // Y ⊃ ZY
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) (X,∆), (Y ,∆Y ) are quasi-projective log smooth.
(2) π−1Z
⋃
Ex(π) ⊆ ∆ and φ−1ZY
⋃
Ex(φ) ⊆ ∆Y .
(3) ∆
v
= f
−1
∆Y where ∆
v
denotes the vertical/Y part of ∆.
Furthermore, in the language of toroidal geometry, we may require:
(3∗) (X,∆), (Y ,∆Y ) are toroidal varieties and f is a toroidal morphism.
Sketch of Proof. Note that the theorem is trivial by Hironaka’s log resolution without
the condition (3∗). In order to prove (3∗), we follow the strategy of [AK00, Section
2] and [ADK13]. Replacing X, Y we may assume X, Y are projective and Z,ZY are
Cartier divisors. We prove by induction on the relative dimension n of f . If n = 0, then
by the flattening lemma and strong log resolution we may construct a finite morphism
f : (X,∆) → (Y ,∆Y ) ramified over the snc divisor ∆Y which satisfies the conditions
(1)-(3), except that (X,∆) is not necessarily log smooth (see [ADK13, Sec.3.4.2]). It is
toroidal by Abhyankar’s lemma [ADK13, Lemma 3.3]. Replacing (X,∆) with a toroidal
resolution we immediately obtain the conclusion.
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By induction we suppose Theorem 2.29 holds in relative dimension n− 1. Replacing
X, Y, Z, ZY we may factorise f : X
g
→ P
h
→ Y with relative dimension n − 1 of h (see
[ADK13, 3.5]) and assume f−1ZY ⊂ Z. Now we construct a commutative diagram
X̂
ĝ

µ // X̂/G
g′

π // X ⊃ Z
g

P̂
γ // P̂ /G
φ // P
h

Y ⊃ ZY
such that f = h ◦ g, the horizontal maps µ′ := π ◦ µ, γ′ := φ ◦ γ are Galois alterations
and ĝ : X̂ → P̂ is a nodal family of curves. Moreover, there are finitely many disjoint
sections σi : P̂ → X̂ of ĝ into the smooth locus of X̂ over P̂ such that G permutes
the sections σi and the locus Ẑ = µ
′−1Z ⊂ (
⋃
i σi(P̂ ))
⋃
ĝ−1(D̂) for some proper closed
subset D̂ ⊂ P̂ (see [dJ97, Theorem 2.4, Remark 2.5]). Note that Ex(π) is vertical
over P̂ /G which in turn implies that µ−1 Ex(π) is vertical over P̂ . So, replacing Z
with π−1Z
⋃
Ex(π) and X,P, D̂ accordingly we may assume X = X̂/G, P = P̂ /G.
Let ZP ⊂ P be the union of γ(D̂) and the loci over which Z, P or X are not smooth.
Applying the inductive assumption to h : (P, ZP ) → (Y, ZY ), we obtain a diagram as
follows:
(P ,∆P )
h

φ // P
h

(Y ,∆Y )
// Y
where h : (P ,∆P ) → (Y ,∆Y ) satisfies the conditions (1)-(3∗). Since g is equidimen-
sional, if we let X be the normalisation of X ×P P and Z be the union of the inverse
image of Z and the exceptional locus Ex(π), then by the inductive assumption we de-
duce g(Ex(π)) ⊂ ∆P which in turn implies that Z
h
= π−1Zh where Z
h
denotes the
union of the horizontal/P components of Z.
Replacing P̂ , X̂ with the normalisations of the fibre products and the morphisms
γ, µ accordingly, by Abhyankar’s lemma again, we see (P̂ ,∆P̂ = γ
−1∆P ) and (X̂, ∆̂ =
(γ ◦ ĝ)−1∆P +
∑
i σi(P̂ )) are toroidal. Since g(Z
v
) ⊂ ∆P , we deduce µ
−1Z ⊂ ∆̂.
Finally we use the argument from [ADK13, Sec.3.9] to modify X̂ to a G-equivariant
toroidal variety and thenX accordingly. Writing UP̂ = P̂\∆P̂ , because (ĝ
−1UP̂ , ∆̂|ĝ−1UP̂ =∑
i σi(UP̂ )) is log smooth over UP̂ and G ⊂ Aut(Û ⊂ X̂) where Û = X̂\∆̂ =
ĝ−1UP̂\σi(UP̂ ), it follows that the G-equivariant resolution b : (X˜, ∆˜) → (X̂, ∆̂) pre-
serves Û , hence Ex(b) ⊂ ∆˜. Indeed, b is the composite of two normalised blow-ups
and both procedures do not intersect with Û ([ADK13, Sec.3.9.1, 3.9.5, 3.9.6]). Let-
ting (X
′
,∆
′
) = (X˜/G, ∆˜/G) and ψ : X
′
→ X be the induced modification, we see
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Ex(ψ) ⊂ ∆
′
and (X
′
,∆
′
) → (P,∆P ) is toroidal ([ADK13, Sec.2.3]). Replacing (X,∆)
with a toroidal resolution of (X
′
,∆
′
) we complete the proof. 
Remark 2.30. Since we may suppose both Z and ZY are Cartier divisors, it is obvious
that π−1Z and π−1ZY are snc divisors by Krull’s Hauptidealsatz. However, in general
one cannot resolve the loci Ex(π) and Ex(φ) to snc divisors toroidally unless each
component of Ex(π) and Ex(φ) is a toroidal stratum (see [ADK13, 2.5]). Hence, we
have no idea if one can further require the exceptional loci to be snc divisors.
Remark 2.31. The argument for Theorem 2.29 also applies to varieties over a non-
closed field of characteristic zero. For definition of toroidal varieties over a non-
closed field, we refer to [ADK13, Sec.2.2]. Note that, a variety (X,∆) with a re-
duced divisor is toroidal if the base change (Xk,∆k) over its algebraic closure k ⊆ k
is toroidal, where (Xk,∆k) is a pair of schemes of finite type over k. Let us say a
few words about resolution in arbitrary characteristic. Recall the fact: Smoothness,
non-singularity, and geometric regularity (=regularity if the residue field is perfect)
are locally equivalent (cf.[Stack20, Lemma 038X, Lemma 01V7, Lemma 0381]). More-
over, given a variety over a perfect field, the smooth locus coincides with the regular
locus ([Stack20, Lemma 0B8X]). In the proof of Theorem 2.29, we applies strong log
resolution in the first paragraph to settle the case of relative dimension zero, which
remains open in positive characteristic; In the last paragraph, the claim that, the quo-
tient (X
′
,∆
′
) = (X˜/G, ∆˜/G) is toroidal, fails in positive characteristic (see [AdJ97,
Sec.0.3.2]).
We also note that, since the arguments of Theorems 2.32 and 2.33 from a toroidal
morphism is mostly combinatorial, we might expect them to work over an arbitrary
field.
Theorem 2.32 (Equidimensional reduction). Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective
morphism of normal varieties and Z ⊂ X be a proper closed subset. Then there exists
a commutative diagram
(X ′,∆′)
f ′

π // X
f

(Y ′,∆Y ′)
φ // Y
which consists of a Q-factorial klt quasi-projective variety X ′ with a reduced divisor ∆′
whose components are normal, a smooth quasi-projective variety Y ′ with a snc divisor
∆Y ′, a projective morphism f
′ : X ′ → Y ′ and projective birational morphisms π : X ′ →
X, φ : Y ′ → Y and which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) (X ′,∆′) is lc, and writing ∆′ =
∑
j∈I ∆
′
j for the sum of prime divisors, every
lc centre is an irreducible component of the intersection locus
⋂
j∈J ∆
′
j for some
J ⊆ I.
(2) π−1Z ⊆ ∆′ is a divisor, ∆′v = f ′−1∆Y ′ where ∆′v denotes the vertical/Y ′ part
of ∆′.
(3) All the fibers of f ′ have the same dimension. In particular, f ′ is flat.
Furthermore, if Z is vertical/Y , then (X ′,∆′v) also satisfies the conditions listed above.
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Sketch of Proof. For the detailed argument we refer to [AK00] and we briefly sketch it.
By Theorem 2.29 and Remark 2.30 there exist proper birational morphisms π, φ and a
commutative diagram
(X,∆)
f

π // X ⊃ Z
f

(Y ,∆Y )
φ // Y
satisfying the following conditions:
• (X,∆), (Y ,∆Y ) are quasi-projective smooth toroidal varieties.
• f is a toroidal morphism.
• Z := π−1Z ⊆ ∆ is a snc divisor.
Next by [AK00, Proposition 4.4] there exist birational projective morphisms π′ : X ′ →
X and φ′ : Y ′ → Y corresponding to projective subdivisions such that the induced
map f ′ : X ′ 99K Y ′ is an equidimensional toroidal morphism. Moreover, by [AK00,
Remark 4.5] and replacing X ′, we may assume X ′ is quasi-smooth (i.e. each cone σx
is simplicial, or each local toric model has only abelian quotient singularities. ), hence
Q-factorial. By a standard theory of toric varieties, we see X ′ is klt and (X ′,∆′) is lc
where ∆′ = π′−1∆. Moreover, writing ∆′ =
∑
j ∆
′
j for the sum of prime divisors, every
lc centre is an irreducible component of the intersection locus
⋂
j ∆
′
j . Note that π
′−1Z
has pure codimension one by Krull’s Hauptidealsatz. Letting ∆Y ′ = φ
′−1∆Y , π = π ◦π
′
and φ = φ ◦ φ′ we conclude the theorem. For the flatness of f ′, see [AK00, Remark
4.6]. 
Theorem 2.33 (Weak semi-stable reduction). With the notation above, if we suppose
further that f has connected fibres, then there exists a commutative diagram
(X ′′,∆′′)
f ′′

µ // (X ′,∆′)
f ′

π // X
f

(Y ′′,∆Y ′′)
γ // (Y ′,∆Y ′)
φ // Y
which consists of another Q-factorial klt quasi-projective variety X ′′ with a reduced
divisor ∆′′ whose components are normal, a smooth quasi-projective variety Y ′′ with a
snc divisor ∆Y ′′, a finite surjective morphism γ : Y
′′ → Y ′ and the induced morphism
f ′′ : X ′′ → Y ′′ and which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) (X ′′,∆′′) is lc, and writing ∆′′ =
∑
j∈I ∆
′′
j for the sum of prime divisors, every
lc centre is an irreducible component of the intersection locus
⋂
j∈J ∆
′′
j for some
J ⊆ I.
(2) ∆′′ = µ−1∆′, ∆Y ′′ = γ
−1∆Y ′ and∆
′v = f ′−1∆Y ′ where ∆
′v denotes the vertical/Y ′
part of ∆′.
(3) All the fibers of f ′′ are equidimensional and reduced. In particular, f ′′ is flat.
Furthermore, if Z is vertical/Y , then (X ′′,∆′′v) also satisfies the conditions listed above.
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Sketch of Proof. Since f ′ : (X ′,∆′) → (Y ′,∆Y ′) is an equidimensional toroidal mor-
phism, by [AK00, Proposition 5.1] (applying Kawamata’s covering trick, see [Kaw81])
there exists a finite surjective morphism γ : Y ′′ → Y ′ so that the induced morphism
f ′′ : (X ′′,∆′′) → (Y ′′,∆Y ′′) is an equidimensional toroidal morphism with reduced fi-
bres. By the construction of [AK00, Proposition 5.10] one immediately obtained that
(X ′′,∆′′) is quasi-smooth and (Y ′′,∆Y ′′) is log smooth. 
Remark 2.34. The condition on the connectedness of fibres can be removed. But note
that in this case, X ′ ×Y ′ Y ′′ could possibly have multiple main components and after
taking normalisation X ′′ is a disjoint union of finitely many Q-factorial klt varities. See
[Amb04, Theorem 4.3] for the semi-stable reduction in codimension one for a proper
surjective morphism with disconnected general fibres.
Thanks to Theorem 2.29 ([ADK13, Theorem 1.1]), we may slightly generalise the
weak semi-stable reduction for practical reason. The additional condition below is
in spirit closer to that in Ambro’s semi-stable reduction in codimension one [Amb04,
Theorem 4.3]. In this article we will not deal with the case that X ′′ is disconnected.
Lemma 2.35. Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective morphism of normal vari-
eties and Z ⊂ X,ZY ⊂ Y be proper closed subsets. With notation from Theorem
2.32 and 2.33, we may further require the condition: the loci π−1Z
⋃
Ex(π) ⊆ ∆′
and φ−1ZY
⋃
Ex(φ) ⊆ ∆Y ′. In particular, the loci (π ◦ µ)−1Z
⋃
Ex(π ◦ µ) ⊆ ∆′′ and
(φ ◦ γ)−1ZY
⋃
Ex(φ ◦ γ) ⊆ ∆Y ′′.
Proof. Notation as in proofs of Theorem 2.32 and 2.33, by Theorem 2.29, we may
assume f : (X,∆), (Y ,∆Y ) satisfies the conditions listed in Theorem 2.29. Since π
′, φ′
correspond to projective subdivisions, one can easily check π−1Z
⋃
Ex(π) ⊂ ∆′ and
φ−1ZY
⋃
Ex(φ) ⊂ ∆Y ′ are divisors. Also, since µ, γ are finite, there are no exceptional
loci. Hence we conclude the lemma. 
3. Extending a finite cover from a subvariety
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem on extending a
finite cover over a closed subvariety to a finite cover of the same degree over the whole
variety. Although in this paper, we will only use a special case the ground field is an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, we prove it in full generality. Throughout
this section, all varieties are over an arbitrary field.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a normal variety and S be a closed subvariety. Suppose we
are given a finite morphism γ : S˜ → S from a normal variety. Suppose further that one
of the following conidtions holds:
(1) The residue field κ(ηS) at the generic point ηS of S is perfect.
(2) X is regular at the generic point of S.
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Then there exists a finite morphism ρ : X˜ → X of normal varieties together with a
closed subvariety Ŝ ⊂ X˜ satisfying:
S˜
γ
❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂
ν // Ŝ

  // X˜
ρ

S 
 // X
(1). Ŝ is mapped onto S through ρ and the above diagram commutes.
(2). ν is the normalisation of Ŝ.
(3). deg ρ = deg γ.
We need some knowledge from commutative algebra. We begin with the following
elementary lemma. For a domain A, we denote by κ(p) the residue field at p, and by
K(A) the field of fractions.
Lemma 3.2. Let A ⊂ B be an integral extension of domains, where A is integrally
closed. Let q ⊂ B be a prime ideal, p = q
⋂
A, and A/p ⊂ B/q be the induced inclusion
of domains. Suppose further that one of the following conditions holds:
(1) κ(q) is generated by one element over κ(p).
(2) A is Noetherian, and B is finite and locally flat over A at p.
(3) A is regular at p, and [K(B) : K(A)] < +∞.
Then, we have [κ(q) : κ(p)] < +∞ and the inequality
[κ(q) : κ(p)] ≤ [K(B) : K(A)].
Proof. Let S = A\p be the multiplicative set. Replacing A,B with S−1A, S−1B, we
may assume A is a local domain. In particular, A/p is a field, denote by k, and B/q is
integral over k which is also a field by [AM69, Proposition 5.7].
Case 1. We suppose that B/q is generated by one element b over k. Lift b to any
element b ∈ B. Let α(X) ∈ K(A)[X ] be the minimal polynomial of b ∈ K(B) over
K(A). Since A is integrally closed, by [AM69, Proposition 5.15], we deduce α(X) ∈
A[X ]. Thus we have K(A) ⊂ K(A)[b] ⊂ K(B) with [K(A)[b] : K(A)] = deg(α). On
the other hand, the reduction mod p gives α(X)∈A/p[X ] which still satisfies α(b) = 0
in B/q. In particular, if β(X) ∈ k[X ] is the minimal polynomial of b, then α(X) is
divisible by β(X), hence deg(β) ≤ deg(α) = deg(α). Therefore, we deduce
[K(B) : K(A)] ≥ [K(A)[b] : K(A)] ≥ [B/q : k].
Case 2. We suppose that A is Noetherian and B is finite and flat over A. Since A is
Noetherian and B is finite over A, by [Stack20, Lemma 00FP], we deduce B is of finite
presentation over A. Moreover, because B is flat over A, by [Stack20, Lemma 00NX],
B is a free A-module, and dimκ(p)B⊗A κ(p) = dimK(A)B⊗AK(A). Since B is integral
over A, by [AM69, Propositions 3.5 and 5.7], we have B⊗AK(A) = K(B). On the other
hand, dimκ(p)B ⊗A κ(p) = dimκ(p)B/pB ≥ dimκ(p)B/q. We established the inequality.
Case 3. We suppose that A is regular at p, hence a regular local ring. We prove by
induction on the height of p. We first assume ht(p) = 1. Due to [AM69, Proposition
9.2], A is a discrete valuation ring, and let π ∈ A be a uniformiser. By [Stack20,
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Lemma 031F], we deduce B is a semi-local domain with finitely many maximal ideals qi
lying over p. Moreover, [κ(qi) : κ(p)] < +∞ for each i. Let M = B/πB. We claim that
M is a B-module of finite length. Indeed, since B ⊂ K(A)⊕n, where n = [K(B) : K(A)],
we apply [Stack20, Lemma 00PE] to obtain that
(1) lengthAM ≤ n · lengthA(A/πA) = n
is finite which proves the claim by [Stack20, Lemma 00IX]. Hence, applying [Stack20,
Lemma 02M0], we immediately deduce
(2) lengthAM =
∑
i
[κ(qi) : κ(p)]lengthBqiMqi ≥ [κ(q) : κ(p)].
Combining (1) and (2), we conclude the result.
Now we suppose ht(p) = d, and Lemma 3.2 holds in height ≤ d − 1. Given a
regular sequence {x1, . . . , xd} of A, by [Stack20, Lemma 00NQ], A/(x1) is a regular
local ring. In particular, it is a domain by [Stack20, Lemma 00NP], which in turn
implies that (x1) is prime. So, by [AM69, Theorem 5.10], there is a prime ideal r ⊂ B
such that r
⋂
A = (x1). Apply the inductive assumption to A/(x1) ⊂ B/r to deduce
[κ(r) : κ((x1))] ≤ [K(B) : K(A)] and [κ(q) : κ(p)] ≤ [κ(r) : κ((x1))], hence [κ(q) :
κ(p)] ≤ [K(B) : K(A)]. 
Remark 3.3. Notation as above, from equations (1) and (2), and by the inductive
argument, we obtain a stronger inequality
∑
i[κ(qi) : κ(p)] ≤ [K(B) : K(A)] in Case 3.
If the equality holds, then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, there is a unique prime ideal ri ⊂ B such
that ri
⋂
A = (xi) and that [κ(ri) : κ((xi))] = [K(B) : K(A)].
Remark 3.4. In the proof of Case 3, although we do not assume Bp to be Noetherian
explicitly, we can deduct it (if dimAp = 1) by Krull-Akizuki [Stack20, Lemma 00PG].
Thus, M is Artinian hence the finiteness of lengthBM . If we assume further that Bp
is integrally closed (which is reasonable by Krull-Akizuki’s theorem), then Ap →֒ Bq is
an extension of discrete valuation rings, hence achieving a refined inequality [Stack20,
Lemma 09E5]. Furthermore, assuming K(B)/K(A) is finite separable, one infers the
fundamental identity [Stack20, Remark 09E8]. In particular, this identity becomes a
simple form as in [Stack20, Lemma 09EB] when K(B)/K(A) is finite Galois. For a
general form of this identity in algebraic geometry, see [Ful83, Examples 4.3.6 and
4.3.7]. One can derive the inequality in Case 3 by this identity and the fact that the
multiplicity eV Y = 1 if and only if Y is regular at V (see [Ful83, Example 4.3.5(d)]).
Finally, we remark that, a similar inequality can be established for an extension of
valuation rings; see [Stack20, Lemma 0ASH].
Recall that a ring A is Japanese if for every finite extension L of its field of fractions
K, the integral closure of A in L is a finitely generated A-module, and it is a Nagata
ring if it is Noetherian, and or every prime ideal p the ring A/p is Japanese. Recall a
basic fact that, a Nagata ring A is universally Japanese, and any finite type A-algebra
is Nagata (see [Stack20, Proposition 0334]). Every quasi-excellent ring is a Nagata ring
(see [Stack20, Lemma 07QV]), so in particular almost all Noetherian rings that occur
in algebraic geometry are Nagata rings. See [Stack20, Proposition 0335] for examples.
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Remark 3.5. We collect some important cases in which the inequality of the previous
lemma holds. With notation as in Lemma 3.2, we assume further that A is Nagata. In
this situation, we may replace B with its integral closure in the field of fractions, so
we may further assume B is finite over A. In particular, it automatically holds that
[K(B) : K(A)] < +∞ and [κ(q) : κ(p)] < +∞.
If the residue field extension κ(q)/κ(p) is separable, then by the primitive element
theorem, the condition (1) is satisfied. Furthermore, if κ(p) is perfect, then κ(q)/κ(p)
is separable, and by [Stack20, Lemma 09H2], κ(q) is perfect.
If the height of p is one, then A is regular at p as A is Noetherian and integrally
closed ([AM69, Proposition 9.2]). Note that ht(q) = 1 and B is integrally closed, so B
is regular at q.
Remark 3.6. Strikingly enough, Lemma 3.2 does not hold true if we drop all the three
assumptions listed. See the following counter-example taken from Mathoverflow.
Example 3.7. Let Rm = Fp[ti, xi]i∈Nm where Nm := {1, 2, . . . , m}. Let σ : Rm → Rm
be the order p automorphism sending ti to ti and xi to xi + ti. Let Sm ⊂ Rm be the
subring of the fixed elements under the action. Then, by [AM69, Proposition 7.8 and
Corollary 7.7], Rm and Sm are Noetherian integrally closed domains and Rm is integral
over Sm. In particular, Rm is the integral closure of Sm in the extension of field of
fractions, and the field extension has degree p by Galois theory.
Let q ⊂ Rm be the prime ideal q = (ti)i∈Nm . This lies over the prime ideal p = Sm
⋂
q.
consider an element f ∈ Rm. We can write f as
f = f0 +
∑
i
tifi + terms of higher orders
where f0, fi are polynomials of xj and all other terms have order higher than one in
tk’s. Now if f ∈ S, then σ(f) = f . Note that
σ(f) = f0 +
∑
i
ti(fi + ∂f0/∂xi) + terms of higher orders.
This means that ∂f0/∂xi is identically zero. In other words, we see that f0 ∈ Fp[x
p
i ].
Hence we see that κ(p) = K(Sm/p) = Fp(x
p
i )i∈Nm . Since κ(q) = Fp(xi)i∈Nm , we deduce
[κ(q) : κ(p)] = pm > p = [K(Rm) : K(Sm)].
Let R∞ = Fp[ti, xi]i∈N. We may construct S∞ in the same way. Then, R∞ and S∞
are integrally closed domains and R∞ is integral over S∞, but they are not Noetherian.
Let q ⊂ R∞ be the prime ideal q = (ti)i∈N and p = S∞
⋂
q. One can easily calculate
that [K(Rm) : K(Sm)] = p but [κ(q) : κ(p)] = +∞.
Example 3.8. By making minor changes to the previous example, we may construct
a counter-example, as Remark 3.6 desired, in characteristic 0. Let Tm = Z[ζ, ti, xi]i∈Nm
where Nm := {1, 2, . . . , m} and ζ is the p-th root of unity. Let σ : Tm → Tm by σ|Z[ζ] =
1Z[ζ], σ(ti) = ti and σ(xi) = ζxi + ti be an automorphism of order p. Let Um ⊂ Tm be
the subring of the fixed elements under the action. Then, Tm and Um are Noetherian
integrally closed domains and Tm is integral over Um with [K(Tm) : K(Um)] = p.
Let q = (1 − ζ, ti)i∈Nm and p = q
⋂
Um be prime ideals. By similar arguments, one
can verify that [κ(q) : κ(p)] = pm.
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Lemma 3.9. Let A ⊂ B be a finite extension of domains, p ⊂ A be a prime ideal and
q ⊂ B be a prime ideal such that q
⋂
A = p. Suppose [K(B) : K(A)] = [κ(q) : κ(p)]
and A is regular at p. Then, B is regular at q.
Proof. Replacing A,B with Ap, Bp, we may assume A is a regular local ring. By Remark
3.3, there is a unique prime ideal q lying over p, which in turn implies, by [AM69,
Corollary 5.8], B is a local domain.
We prove by induction on the height of p. First assume ht(p) = 1. Since dimB = 1,
and by Krull-Akizuki [Stack20, Lemma 00PG], B is Noetherian, it suffices to show B
is integrally closed. Let B ⊂ B be the integral closure in the field of fractions. By
Remark 3.3, there is a unique prime ideal q ⊂ B such that q
⋂
B = q. In particular, B
is a discrete valuation ring. Let π be the uniformiser of B. By [Stack20, Lemma 09E5],
the ramification index of B over A is one, hence π ∈ q. So, q is principle which in turn
implies B is integrally closed by [AM69, Proposition 9.2].
Now we assume ht(p) = d and suppose Lemma 3.9 holds in height ≤ d − 1. Let
{x1, . . . , xd} ⊂ p be a regular sequence of A. By [Stack20, Lemma 00NQ][Stack20,
Lemma 00NP], A/(x1) is a regular local ring and (x1) is prime. By Remark 3.3, there
exists a unique prime ideal r1 such that r1
⋂
A = (x1), and that [κ(r1) : κ((x1))] =
[K(B) : K(A)]. Moreover, by Remark 3.3 and the discussion above, the homomorphism
of discrete valuation rings A(x1) →֒ B(x1) = Br1 has the ramification index one, hence
r1Br1 = (x1). In particular r1 = (x1). Apply the inductive assumption to A/(x1) ⊂
B/r1. We deduce B/r1 is regular. Since B is finite over A, we see B is Noetherian.
Therefore, by [Stack20, Lemma 00NU], B is a regular local ring. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.10. Let A be an integrally closed Nagata ring, p ⊂ A be a prime ideal and
C ⊃ A/p. Suppose C is an integrally closed domain finite over A/p. Suppose further
that one of the following conditions holds:
(1) The residue field κ(p) is perfect.
(2) A is regular at p.
Then there exists an integrally closed domain B ⊃ A together with a prime ideal r ⊂ B
satisfying:
B
q // // B/r 
 i // C
A
?
OO
p // // A/p
?
OO
.

==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(1) r
⋂
A = p and the above diagram commutes.
(2) C is the integral closure of B/r in its field of fractions.
(3) B is finite over A with [K(B) : K(A)] = [K(C) : K(A/p)].
Proof. Since C is a finitely generated A/p-algebra, writing C = A/p[y1, y2, . . . , yk], we
consider the inclusions of fields
K(A/p) ⊆ K(A/p)(y1) ⊆ K(A/p)(y1, y2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ K(A/p)(y1, y2, . . . , yk) = K(C).
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We will prove the lemma inductively. If all the inclusions above are equalities, then
there is nothing to prove as K(A/p) = K(C). So we assume at least one inclusion is
strict. After re-indexing we may assume the inclusion K(A/p) ⊂ K(A/p)(y1) is strict.
Let C1 = A/p[y] be the sub-ring of C generated by y = y1 over A/p. Let
α(X) = Xn + a1X
n−1 + . . .+ an ∈ K(A/p)[X ]
be the minimal polynomial of y. Since all coefficients ai ∈ K(A/p), there is an element
f ∈ A/p such that ai ∈ (A/p)f . For each i, we pick ai ∈ A, and pick f ∈ A\p so that
ai’s and f are the reductions of ai’s and f mod p respectively. We therefore construct a
polynomial α(X) = Xn+a1X
n−1+ . . .+an ∈ Af [X ], which gives a surjetice homomor-
phism φ : Af [X ] → Af [w] := Af [X ]/(α) and then induces a surjective homomorphism
ρ : Af [w]→ C1,f .
Because C1 is a domain and so is the localisation of C1, the kernel of ρ is a prime
ideal, denote by a. It is obvious that a
⋂
Af = pAf . Let qmin ⊆ a be a minimal
prime ideal, qmin
⋂
Af = pmin, and Qmin = φ
−1qmin. By definition Qmin is a minimal
prime ideal containing α, and by assumption Af [X ] is Noetherian. So, by Krull’s
Hauptidealsatiz [AM69, Corollary 11.17], we deduce that the height ht(Qmin) = 1. On
the other hand, Qmin contracts to pmin in Af . We claim α /∈ pminAf [X ]. In fact, if we
assume the opposite, then we deduce that, after reduction mod pAf , we have α = 0 ∈
Af/pAf [X ] = (A/p)f [X ] which is a contradiction. Therefore we have Q ) pminAf [X ],
hence ht(Qmin) = ht(pmin) + 1 which in turn implies that pmin = (0).
Now we have a surjective homomorphism qU : U1 := Af [w]/qmin → C1,f . Moreover,
since qmin
⋂
Af = (0), it in turn produces a finite domain extension Af ⊂ U1. We
denote by x ∈ U1 the image of w. Because Af is integrally closed and x is integral over
Af , by [AM69, Proposition 5.15], it turns out that the minimal polynomial of x over
K(A), denoted by α′(X) = Xm + a′1X
m−1 + . . . + a′m, has all its coefficients a
′
i ∈ Af
and m divides n. Since the minimal polynomial of an algebraic element over a field is
unique, by qU(α
′(x)) = 0, one can easily obtain a′i = ai and m = n, where a
′
i = qU(ai).
It follows that U1 = Af [X ]/(α
′) and [K(U1) : K(A)] = [K(C1) : K(A/p)].
Let B1 be the integral closure of A in U1, and consider the extension of domains
A ⊂ B1. Since U1 is finite over Af , by [AM69, Proposition 5.12] we deduce U1 = B1,f .
Furthermore, if we denote by C ′1 the image of B1 in C1,f through qU , then we have
C ′
1,f
= C1,f . Therefore, we have K(B1) = K(U1) and K(C
′
1) = K(C1). We note that
every element of C ′1 is integral over A/p, hence integral over C which in turn implies
that it is an element of C. So, we have C ′1 ⊂ C. Let q1 : B1 → C
′
1 be the surjective
homomorphism induced by qU . We obtain a commutative diagram.
B1
q1 // // C ′1
A
?
OO
p // // A/p
?
OO
Next we let B1 be the integral closure of B1 in its field of fractions. Since A is a
Nagata ring, by [AM69, Corollary 5.4], we see B1 is the integral closure of A in K(B1),
and therefore it is finite over A. Moreover, B1 is also a Nagata ring. By [AM69,
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Theorem 5.11], there exists a prime ideal r1 such that r1
⋂
B1 = r1 where r1 is the
kernel ideal of q1. Letting C1 = B1/r1, we consider the commutative diagram
B1
q1 // // C1
B1
?
OO
q1 // // C ′1
?
OO
A
?
OO
p // // A/p
?
OO
of which all horizontal arrows are surjective homomorphisms. Suppose one of the fol-
lowing conditions holds:
(1) The residue field κ(p) is perfect.
(2) A is regular at p.
By Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.5, we deduce
[K(B1) : K(A)] = [K(B1) : K(A)]
≥ [K(C1) : K(A/p)] = [K(C1) : K(C
′
1)][K(C
′
1) : K(A/p)].
Hence we achieve the equation [K(C1) : K(C
′
1)] = 1 and
[K(B1) : K(A)] = [K(C1) : K(A/p)].
By assumption C is integrally closed. Hence the integral closure of C1 in its field of
fractions lies in C which in turn implies that C1 is a sub-ring of C. Also note that, in
the first case, κ(r1) is perfect; in the second case, by Lemma 3.9, B1 is regular at r1.
Therefore, we may continue the procedure above for B1, C1 instead of A,A/p. Because
[K(C) : K(C1)] < [K(C) : K(A/p)], after finitely many steps we obtain the required
integrally closed domain B. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let U ⊆ X be an affine open subset such that U
⋂
S 6= ∅, and
let SU , S˜U be affine open subsets S
⋂
U, S˜
⋂
γ−1SU of S, S˜ respectively. By the previous
lemma, there exists a finite morphism ρU : U˜ → U with a closed subvariety ŜU ⊂ U˜
which induces a normalisation νU : S˜U → ŜU . Moreover, we have deg ρU = deg γ.
Let X →֒ Xc be an open immersion to a complete normal variety and let Sc be the
Zariski closure of S in Xc. Thus, there exists an open immersion S˜ →֒ S˜c such that
the induced map γc : S˜c 99K Sc is generically finite dominant. Replacing γc by the
Stein factorisation we can assume it is still finite. Replacing X,S, S˜ with Xc, Sc, S˜c, we
assume they are complete and consider the following commutative diagram:
S˜
γ
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
//❴❴❴ ŜU

  // U˜
ρU

S 
 // X
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Let U˜ →֒ X˜ be an open immersion to a complete normal variety such that the induced
map ρ : X˜ 99K X is a proper surjective morphism and let Ŝ be the Zariski closure of
ŜU in X˜ . Replacing X˜ by the Stein factorisation we can assume further that ρ is a
finite morphism. Since Ŝ → S is a finite morphism and the induced map ν : S˜ 99K Ŝ is
birational, we conclude that ν the normalisation. 
Remark 3.11. One can arrange a scheme-theoretic argument so that Theorem 3.1 can
be generalised to a quasi-compact and quasi-separated normal Nagata scheme X with
an integral closed subscheme S, instead of varieties. Indeed, with notation above, by
Nagata compactification [Stack20, Theorem 0F41], we may compactify ρU to a proper
morphism ρ : X˜ → X . Apply the normalisation [Stack20, Lemma 035L] and the Stein
factorisation [Stack20, Theorem 03H0] to reduce to the case when X˜ is normal and ρ
is finite, hence the conclusion.
4. Lc-trivial morphisms and moduli b-divisors
In this section we generalise the notion of lc-trivial fibrations to proper surjective
morphisms, and then we define the discriminant b-divisor and moduli b-divisor. Under
these constructions we study the positivity of the moduli b-divisor of a class of lc-trivial
morphisms, namely good lc-trivial morphisms.
4.1. Lc-trivial morphisms. We consider a class of morphisms as follows.
Definition 4.1. An lc-trivial (resp. klt-trivial) morphism f : (X,B)→ Y consists of a
proper surjective morphism f : X → Y between normal varieties and a sub-pair (X,B)
satisfying the following properties:
(1) KX +B ∼K 0/Y ,
(2) If we denote by X
f˜
→ Y˜
γ
→ Y the Stein factorisation, then f˜ : (X,B)→ Y˜ is an
lc-trivial (resp. klt-trivial) fibration (see Definition 2.25).
To study these objects, we want to establish a canonical bundle formula of Kodaira
type. Unfortunately, the classical definition of the discriminant divisor usually disables
the positivity of the moduli b-divisor (see [Amb99, Remark 3.2]). We therefore intro-
duce the following definition of the discriminant divisor of a proper generically finite
surjective morphism. The construction is from [HL19, Theorem 4.5] and [FG12, Lemma
1.1].
Definition 4.2 (See [HL19, Theorem 4.5] and [FG12, Lemma 1.1]). Let (X/Z,B+M)
be a generalised sub-pair, B be its pre-boundary R-b-divisor, M be its moduli R-b-
Cartier b-divisor and f : X → Y be a proper surjective generically finite morphism
over Z between normal varieties such that
KX +B +M ∼K 0/Y.
We define the generalised sub-pair (Y,BY +MY ) by specifying the traces on the higher
models of Y as follows: for any birational morphism φ : Y ′ → Y , consider the following
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commutative diagram
X ′
f ′

π // X
f

Y ′
φ // Y
where X ′ is normalisation of the main component of X ×Y Y ′. Define
BYY ′ =
1
deg f
f ′∗(R +B
′), and MYY ′ =
1
deg f
f ′∗M
′,
as the proper push-forwards ([Ful83, Sec.1.4]) where B′ = BX′, M
′ = MX′ and R is
the closure of ramification divisor of f ′ restricted over the Gorenstein locus of Y ′.
Remark 4.3. In the above notation, for every pair of birational models X ′ → X and
Y ′ → Y such that the induced map f ′ : X ′ 99K Y ′ is a morphism, by [FG12, Proof of
Lemma 1.1] one may easily verify that
KX′ +B
′ +M ′ ∼K f
′∗(KY ′ +BY ′ +MY ′)
where B′,M ′ are the traces of B,M on X ′ and BY ′,MY ′ are the traces of B
Y,MY on
Y ′. Indeed, if we write KX′ + B
′ +M ′ ∼K f
′∗D′ for some R-Cartier divisor D′, then
by construction and [Stack20, Lemma 02RH](see also [Ful83, Example 1.7.4]) we see
f ′∗(KX + B + M) = f
′
∗f
′∗(KY ′ + BY ′ + MY ′) = (deg f)(KY ′ + BY ′ + MY ′) which in
turn implies that D′ ∼K KY ′ +BY ′ +MY ′ . So the formula follows. Note that the same
argument also works for the relation “∼” and “=” instead of “∼K”.
In order to show that (Y,BY + MY ) is actually a generalised sub-pair, it remains
to verify that the b-divisors K + BY and MY descends to some model and MY is
represented by a nef divisor. The next part will be devoted to proving this, and we
begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let f : X → Y be a finite surjective morphism and D be an R-Cartier
divisor on X. Let φ : Y ′ → Y , π : X ′ → X be birational models and f ′ : X ′ → Y ′
be a finite surjective morphism such that φ ◦ f ′ = f ◦ π. Suppose X,X ′, Y and Y ′ are
Q-factorial. Then, we have
f ′∗π
∗D = φ∗f∗D.
Proof. If φ is a small contraction, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose the set of
prime exceptional/Y divisors is non-empty, and we pick an element EY . Let
∑
k Ek be
a reduced divisor whose components are all prime divisors mapped onto EY . It suffices
to show the equation near the point y. Since the push-forward and the pull-back of
R-Cartier divisors are R-linear, we may assume D is a prime divisor. Moreover, since
the question is local, shrinking Y and the others accordingly, we may assume X, Y are
affine. ∑
k Ek ⊂ X
′ π→ X
↓ ↓ f ′ ↓ f
y ∈ EY ⊂ Y ′
φ
→ Y
Take a Q-rational function ϕ so that D′ = D+(ϕ) does not contain any image of
∑
k Ek
in its support. This is possible because there are only finitely many such images. In
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particular, f∗D
′ does not contain the image of EY in its support by the definition of
proper push-forwards. So, near the point y we have f ′∗π
∗D′ = 0 = φ∗f∗D
′. It remains
to verify f ′∗π
∗(ϕ) = φ∗f∗(ϕ) which follows from the fact that the proper push-forward of
a principal divisor of a non-zero rational function (ϕ) is that of its norm NK(X)/K(Y )(ϕ)
(see [Ful83, Proposition 1.4]). 
Quite recently, J. Han and W. Liu obtained a similar result [HL19, Theorem 4.5] as
below.
Theorem 4.5. Let (X/Z,B + M) be a generalised sub-pair over a variety Z. Let
f : X → Y be a generically finite surjective morphism of normal varieties over Z, such
that KX + BX +MX ∼K 0/Y . Then, there is a generalised sub-pair (Y/Z,BY +MY )
with
KX +B +M ∼K f
∗(KY +BY +MY )
Moreover, if (X/Z,B+M) is g-lc (resp. g-klt, g-sub-lc, g-sub-klt), then so is (Y/Z,BY +
MY ).
Proof. We use the notation in Definition 4.2. By Lemma 4.4, we infer MY descends to
some model Y ′ → Y . By flattening lemma (a special case of Theorem 2.32) we may
suppose the induced morphism f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ is finite, X ′ is a Q-factorial klt birational
model of X and (Y ′, BY ′) is log smooth. Hence, we deduce MY ′ =M
Y
Y ′ is nef/Z which
completes the first part of the theorem.
To show the second part, we simply notice that, by definition BY ′ =
1
deg f
(R′ + B′)
and apply [FG12, Proof of Lemma 1.1] to conclude the result. 
With the above construction we are ready to define the moduli b-divisors of lc-trivial
morphisms.
Definition 4.6. Let f : (X,B) → Y be an lc-trivial morphism, X
f˜
→ Y˜
γ
→ Y be the
Stein factorisation, ϕ be a K-rational function, D be an R-Cartier divisor on Y and
KX +B + (ϕ) = f˜
∗(KY˜ +BY˜ +MY˜ ) = f
∗D
with the pre-boundary b-divisor B˜ and the moduli R-b-Cartier b-divisor M˜. By Defi-
nition 4.2, Remark 4.3 and Theorem 4.5 we define a pre-boundary b-divisor B and the
moduli R-b-Cartier b-divisor M satisfying
KX +B + (ϕ) = f
∗(KY +BY +MY )
and (Y,BY +MY ) is a generalised sub-pair where BY ,MY are the traces of B,M on
Y . We call B the discriminant b-divisor and M the moduli b-divisor.
Remark 4.7. (1). We remark that the discriminant b-divisor B (resp. the moduli
b-divisor M) defined above does not in general coincide with that in [Amb99] and the
pre-discriminant (resp. pre-moduli b-divisor) in Section 2.6. As pointed out in [Amb99,
Remark 3.2] the classical construction does not guarantee the b-nefness of M.
(2). Recall Definition 2.25 of lc-trivial fibration. Writing B =
∑
i riBi as a convex
combination such that f˜ : (X,Bi) → Y˜ is Q-lc-trivial for each i, and given bi with
bi(KF + Bi,F ) ∼ 0 where F is a general fibre and KF + Bi,F = (KX + Bi)|F for each i
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and fixed canonical divisors, we may set ϕ =
∏
i ϕ
ri/bi
i , where ϕi’s are rational functions.
Moreover, the rational functions ϕi’s are uniquely determined up to rational functions
on Y . Hence, so are the b-divisors M and M˜.
(3). If (X,B) is lc (resp. klt, sub-lc, sub-klt), then by Theorem 4.5, (Y,BY +MY ) is
a g-lc (resp. g-klt, g-sub-lc, g-sub-klt) generalised pair. Moreover, if (Y,BY +MY ) is
g-sub-lc, then every g-sub-lc centre of (Y,BY +MY ) is dominated by a sub-lc centre of
(X,B) by a calculation of the pull-back formula.
Definition 4.8. With the notation of Definition 4.6, we say an lc-trivial morphism
f : (X,B) → Y is good if the equation M˜ = γ∗M holds. In particular, every lc-trivial
fibration is good by definition.
Lemma 4.9. Let f : X → Y be a generically finite proper surjective morphism between
normal varieties, and let D be an R-b-Cartier divisor on X with D ∼K 0/Y (resp.
D ∼ 0/Y , D = 0/Y ). Then, we have
D ∼K (resp. ∼,=)f
∗(
1
deg f
f∗D).
Proof. Note that f∗D is R-b-Cartier b-divisor by Lemma 4.4 and thus the pull-back is
well-defined. Replacing X, Y we can assume both D, f∗D descend to X, Y respectively.
The rest can be argued analogously as in Remark 4.3. 
Remark 4.10. (1). With the notation of Definition 4.6, by the above lemma we see
that an lc-trivial morphism being good is equivalent to M˜ = 0/Y .
(2). With the notation of Definition 4.2, if M ∼K 0/Y , then by Lemma 4.9 we have
M ∼K f ∗MY. In addition, M is b-nef and abundant (resp. b-semi-ample, b-ample)
over Z if and only if MY is also.
Proposition 4.11. Let f : (X,B)→ Y be a good lc-trivial morphism and X
f̂
→ Ŷ
τ
→ Y
be a factorisation of f such that τ is generically finite. Then, f̂ : (X,B)→ Ŷ is also a
good lc-trivial morphism with
τ ∗M = M̂
where M and M̂ are the moduli b-divisors on Y and Ŷ respectively. In particular, f̂ is
a good lc-trivial morphism. Moreover, if Y is proper over Z, then M, M̂ are b-nef/Z.
Proof. Let f̂ :X
f˘
→ Y˘
̺
→ Ŷ and f :X
f˜
→ Y˜
γ
→Y be the corresponding Stein factorisations
respectively. Consider the following commutative diagram:
X
f˜ ❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃
f˘ // Y˘
̺ //
τ˜
✤
✤
✤ Ŷ
τ

Y˜
γ // Y
By the rigidity lemma, the induced map τ˜ is a morphism. Because ̺ and τ are gener-
ically finite, one infers that τ˜ is generically finite. Since f˜ is a contraction, one infers
that τ˜ is birational which in turn implies that f̂ : (X,B) → Ŷ is also an lc-trivial
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morphism. Since f is good, we have M˜ = γ∗M and M̂ = 1
deg ̺
̺∗M˘ where M˘ and M˜
are the moduli b-divisors given by f˘ and f˜ respectively. Note that M˘ = M˜ as τ˜ is
birational. By Lemma 4.9 we immediately obtain that M˘ = ̺∗M̂ which proves the first
assertion.
The second assertion follows from [Amb04, Theorem 2.5]. 
Remark 4.12 (Base change of lc-trivial morphisms). Because the fibre product of
two generically finite morphisms usually have multiple main components, the category
of lc-trivial (resp. klt-trivial) morphisms is NOT closed under generically finite base
change. However, since base change of a finite morphism is also finite, we can partially
recover “base change of an lc-trivial morphism” via the following construction: given
an lc-trivial morphism f : (X,B)→ Y , a generically finite proper surjective morphism
µ : V → Y of normal varieties and denoting by X
f˜
→ Y˜
γ
→ Y the Stein factorisation,
we have the following commutative diagram.
W
h˜ 
// V ×Y X
g˜

// X
f˜

V˜
ς
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
// V ×Y Y˜ //
τ

Y˜
γ

V
µ // Y
Note that in general the main components of V ×Y Y ′ is neither unique nor reduced as
γ is finite. We choose one of the main components and let V˜ be its normalisation. By
the universal property of the fibre product we see V ×Y X ≃ V ×Y Y˜ ×Y˜ X , so g˜ has
geometrically connected fibres (see [Stack20, Lemma 0555]) and there exists a unique
main component of V ×Y X which dominates the previously chosen main component
(see [Stack20, Lemma 01JT, Lemma 054Q]). We write W for its normalisation. Hence
g˜ induces a contraction h˜: Indeed, the generic fibre of f˜ is geometrically normal by
[Stack20, Lemma 038O], hence the geometric connectedness of the generic fibre of h˜.
Moreover, ς is finite surjective. In particular, h : W
h˜
→ V˜
ς
→ V is the Stein factorisation
of the composite morphism h.
Note that W → X is generically finite. We write KW + BW for the pull-back of
KX + B. In order to show h is an lc-trivial morphism, it remains to check that h˜ is
an lc-trivial fibration with respect to (W,BW ). By the universal property of the fibre
product, it follows that h˜ is the morphism induced by the generically finite base change
µ˜ : V˜ → Y˜ which in turn implies that h˜ is an lc-trivial fibration since the category
of lc-trivial fibrations is closed under generically finite base change. By Lemma 2.28
([Amb05, Proposition 3.1]) we have an equation of moduli b-divisors M˜h = µ˜
∗M˜ where
M˜, M˜h are defined by the lc-trivial fibrations f˜ , h˜ respectively. SinceM =
1
deg γ
γ∗M˜ and
Mh =
1
deg ς
ς∗M˜ where M,Mh are defined by the lc-trivial morphisms f, h respectively,
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we have
M =
1
deg µ
µ∗Mh.
Assume further that f : (X,B)→ Y is good. By definition we have M˜ = γ∗M, and
by Lemma 4.9 we deduce M˜h = ς
∗Mh, which in turn implies that h is good and
Mh = µ
∗M.
Thanks to the Stein factorisation and Lemma 2.28 ([Amb05, Proposition 3.1]), we
may slightly generalise the above discussion as follows. The arguments are analogous,
so we omit the proof.
Proposition 4.13 (cf. [Amb05, Proposition 3.1]). Let f : (X,B) → Y be a good lc-
trivial morphism, γ : Y ′ → Y be a surjective proper morphism from a normal variety
Y ′, and f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′ be an lc-trivial morphism induced by base change.
(X,B)
f

(X ′, B′)
ρoo
f ′

Y Y ′
γoo
Let M and M′ be the corresponding moduli b-divisors. Then, f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′ is good
and
γ∗M =M′.
Remark 4.14. It is worth remarking that Proposition 4.13 fails in general if we aban-
don the assumption of goodness. See the counter-example below.
Example 4.15. Let h : S → P1 be a minimal rational elliptic surface with the nontrivial
moduli partMP1 ∼Q c{x}, the discriminant divisor BP1 ∼Q b{x}, p :Q ≃ P1×P1→P1 be
the projection from a smooth quadric and let g : (X,S1+S2)→Q be an lc-trivial fibration
induced by base change, where S1, S2 are two copies of S over two general lines L1, L2.
Note that N1(Q) is generated by two lines L⊥, L‖ with distinct first Chern classes α, β.
Also note that L1, L2 have the same first Chern class c1(L1) = c1(L2) = β = c1(L
‖).
Furthermore, we let γ : Q→ P2 be the projection from a point outside Q in P3 which is
finite of degree 2. Consider the lc-trivial morphism f = γ ◦ g : (X,S1 + S2 +G)→ P2,
where
G ∼Q
{
(2− b− c)g∗L⊥, b+ c < 2
(b+ c− 2)g∗L‖, b+ c ≥ 2
and the corresponding moduli divisors MQ,MP2 on Q,P2 respectively. One can easily
calculate MQ ∼Q cL
⊥ and MP2 ∼Q
c
2
L where L is a general line in P2. Due to Lemma
4.4, it is obvious that MQ,MP2 represent their moduli b-divisors and
κ(MQ) = 1 6= 2 = κ(MP2).
This is an easy example of an lc-trivial morphism which is not good.
As we discussed in Remark 4.12, we may construct an lc-trivial fibration f ′ : X → Q
induced by base change γ. One simply notices f ′ = g and MQ ≁K γ∗MP2 .
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Remark 4.16 (Comparison of sub-lc centres). By the construction of the discrimant
b-divisor, as we discussed in Remark 4.7(3), if we suppose (X,B) is sub-lc, then every
g-sub-lc centre of the induced generalised sub-pair is dominated by some sub-lc centre.
Indeed, with the notation of Definition 4.6, if an irreducible closed subset T of (Y,BY +
MY ) is a g-sub-lc centre, then every irreducible component T˜i of its inverse image γ
−1T
is a g-sub-lc centre of the induced generalised sub-pair (Y˜ , BY˜ +MY˜ ).
Assume further that f : (X,B) → Y is good. From the equation KY˜ ′ + BY˜ ′ =
γ′∗(KY ′ + BY ′) on sufficiently high birational models Y˜
′, Y ′, one can easily check that
every vertical sub-lc centre of (X,B) is mapped onto a g-sub-lc centre of (Y˜ , BY˜ +MY˜ ),
and hence it is mapped onto a g-sub-lc centre of (Y,BY +MY ).
4.2. Dlt-trivial morphisms. In this subsection we introduce the notion of dlt-trivial
morphism. This class of algebraic fibre spaces can be regarded as “dlt models” of good
lc-trivial morphisms.
Definition 4.17. An lc-trivial morphism f : (X,B) → Y of normal varieties is called
a dlt-trivial morphism if
• X and Y are quasi-projective,
• f : (X,B)→ Y is good,
• (X,B) is dlt, and
• the induced generalised pair (Y,BY +MY ) is g-dlt.
In addition, a dlt-trivial morphism is called Q-factorial if both X and Y are Q-factorial,
and is called a dlt-trivial fibration if f has connected fibres.
Remark 4.18. Given a dlt-trivial morphism, notation as above, there exist birational
models π : X ′ → X , φ : Y ′ → Y together with a commutative diagram
X ′
f ′

π // X
f

Y ′
φ // Y
satisfying the following properties:
(1) f : (X,B)→ Y is a good lc-trivial morphism of quasi-projective varieties.
(2) X ′, Y ′ are non-singular quasi-projective varieties endowed with snc divisors
ΣX′ ,ΣY ′ on X
′, Y ′ respectively.
(3) f ′−1(ΣY ′) = Σ
v
X′ where Σ
v
X′ denotes the vertical/Y
′ part of ΣX′ .
(4) B′ and BY ′ ,MY ′ are supported by ΣX and ΣY respectively, where KX′ + B
′ =
π∗(KX + B), BY ′ = BY ′, MY ′ = MY ′ and B,M are the discriminant and the
moduli b-divisor defined by the lc-trivial morphism.
(5) B′ and BY ′ are sub-boundaries; B and BY = BY are effective divisors.
(6) π, φ are isomorphisms at the generic point of every (g-)sub-lc centre.
(7) MY ′ represents the moduli b-divisor M.
The reader may easily check that the assumptions listed above is an alternative defini-
tion of a dlt-trivial morphism.
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The rest of the subsection will be devoted to proving that every good lc-trivial mor-
phism possesses a “dlt model”, namely an equivalent dlt-trivial morphism, in the sense
of B-birational equivalence.
Lemma 4.19. Let f : (X,B) → Y be an lc-trivial morphism from an lc pair and
(Y,BY +MY ) be the induced g-lc generalised pair. Let φ : Y
′ → Y be a g-dlt model and
π : (X,B)→ X be a quasi-projective log smooth model of (X,B) such that f : X 99K Y ′
is a morphism. Then, (X/Y ′, B) has a good minimal model (X ′/Y ′, B′).
X
f

X
πoo
f   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
//❴❴❴ X ′
f ′

Y Y ′
φ
oo
Moreover, (X ′, B′) is a log birational model of (X,B) and the induced map (X ′, B′) 99K
(X,B) is a B-birational contraction.
Proof. Let f : X → Y˜ → Y and f : X → Y˜ ′ → Y ′ be the Stein factorisations. By
the rigidity lemma, the induced map φ˜ : Y˜ ′ → Y˜ is a birational morphism. Replacing
Y, Y ′ with Y˜ , Y˜ ′ we may assume f is a contraction. Note that it no longer holds that
(Y ′, BY ′ +MY ′) is g-dlt. However, by Remark 4.16 we may assume that a(Γ, Y, BY +
MY ) = 0 for every exceptional/Y prime divisor Γ on Y
′. By Remark 4.7(3), replacing
(X,B) with a suitable blow-up, we may assume every exceptional/Y prime divisor Γ
on Y ′ is dominated by a component of S ⊂
⌊
B
⌋
with a(S,X,B) = 0.
We write E := KX +B − π
∗(KX +B) ≥ 0 and E = Eh + Ev where Eh denotes the
horizontal/Y part and Ev denotes the vertical/Y part. Since Eh is exceptional/X , we
see
Eh|F = Nσ((KX +B
>0
)|F )
where F is a general fibre.
Since Ev is exceptional/X , it is very exceptional/Y by definition. We claim that it is
also very exceptional/Y ′. To this end, let Z ′ be an irreducible closed subset of f(Ev) ⊂
Y ′, and let 0 ≤ EZ′ ≤ Ev be the effective divisor supported by all components of Ev
mapped onto Z ′ with the same coefficients. Write Ev =
∑
Z′ EZ′. If codimY ′Z
′ ≥ 2,
then EZ′ is very exceptional/Y
′. If codimY ′Z
′ = 1 and codimY φ(Z
′) = 1, then it is also
very exceptional/Y ′ as EZ′ is very exceptional/φ(Z
′). It remains to prove when Z ′ is
an exceptional/Y divisor. Recall our assumption that Z ′ is dominated by a component
of S ⊂
⌊
B
⌋
with a(S,X,B) = 0. Obviously S /∈ SuppEZ′ . Therefore EZ′ is again very
exceptional/Y ′. Since Ev is the sum of EZ′ ’s, the claim is proved.
Hence, by Lemma 2.16, we can run a log MMP/Y ′ on KX+B which terminates with
a good minimal model. We thus obtain the first assertion. Moreover, since the divisor
contracted by the process of above log MMP is exactly E, one may easily infer that
(X ′, B′) is a log birational model of (X,B), and the induced map (X ′, B′) 99K (X,B)
is a B-birational contraction. 
Remark 4.20. (1). In the previous lemma, if f is good, then every vertical lc centre
of (X,B) is mapped onto a g-lc centre of (Y,BY + MY ) by Remark 4.16. However,
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a g-lc centre of (Y,BY + MY ) is not necessarily an lc centre of (Y,BY ). Hence a
vertical lc centre of (X,B) is not necessarily mapped onto an lc centre of (Y,BY ) unless
(Y,BY + MY ) is g-dlt. This is our motivation to introduce the notion of dlt-trivial
morphisms.
(2). One should not expect in general that the rational map X ′ 99K X is a morphism
as the example below indicates.
Example 4.21. Let (X,B) be a log terminal pair and the diagram below be a KX-flip.
X
f ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ X+
f+}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③
Z
Suppose φ is also a KX + B-flop. Then, for any common log crepant model (W,BW )
of (X,B) and (X+, B+), we have (W,BW ) is sub-klt but not klt.
The next theorem guarantees that any good lc-trivial morphism from an lc pair has
a Q-factorial “dlt model”.
Proposition 4.22. Let f : (X,B) → Y be an lc-trivial morphism from an lc pair.
Then, there exist a birational model φ : Y ′ → Y and a log birational model (X ′, B′)
of (X,B) with a B-birational contraction π : (X ′, B′) 99K (X,B) such that the induced
map f ′ : X 99K Y ′ is a morphism, (X ′, B′) is quasi-projective Q-factorial dlt and the
induced generalised pair (Y ′, BY ′ +MY ′) is quasi-projective Q-factorial g-dlt.
X ′
f ′

π //❴❴❴ X
f

Y ′
φ // Y
In particular, if in addition we suppose f : (X,B)→ Y is good, then f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′
is a Q-factorial dlt-trivial morphism.
Proof. Pick a log resolution π : X → X of (X,B) and a proper closed subset Z ⊂ Y
such that (X,B) is log smooth over Y \Z, where (X,B) is a log smooth model of (X,B).
Now pick a log resolution φ : Y → Y of (Y, Supp(BY +MY )
⋃
Z) to which the moduli
b-divisor M descends. Replacing π we can assume the induce map f : X 99K Y is a
morphism.
By construction and possibly further replacing π, there exist simple normal crossing
divisors ΣX ,ΣY onX, Y respectively, so that f : (X,ΣX)→ (Y ,ΣY ) satisfies conditions
(2)-(4) and (7) in Remark 4.18. Note that φ−1(Supp(BY +MY ))
⋃
Ex(φ) ⊆ ΣY is snc.
Let (Y ,BY + MY ) be a log smooth model of (Y,BY + MY ). Run a log MMP/Y
on KY + BY + MY with scaling of some ample/Y divisor which terminates with a
good minimal model (Y ′, BY ′ + MY ′) by Lemma 2.15 and [Bir12, Theorem 4.1(iii)].
Replacing Y and accordingly f,X we can assume φ : Y 99K Y ′ is a morphism satisfying
the condition (6) in Remark 4.18. Now we run a log MMP/Y ′ on KX +B with scaling
of some ample/Y ′ divisor which terminates with a good minimal model (X ′/Y ′, B′) by
Lemma 4.19. Moreover, the induced map (X ′, B′) is a log birational model of (X,B).
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Replacing X we can assume π : X 99K X ′ is a morphism satisfying the condition (6) in
Remark 4.18. It is obvious that B′, BY ′ are effective. So the condition (5) is satisfied
and we proved the first statement.
In addition, if f : (X,B)→ Y is good, then f ′ : (X ′, B′)→ Y ′ satisfies the condition
(1) in Remark 4.18, and it is therefore a dlt-trivial morphism. 
4.3. Log abundance of the moduli b-divisor. The main goal of this subsection is
to prove the following theorem which is a generalisation of [FG14, Theorem 1.1]. Recall
from Definition 2.13 that, a b-nef and log abundant b-divisor D is represented by a
nef and log abundant divisor DX on a data log resolution (X,B +M)→ X , to which
D,M descends.
Theorem 4.23. Let f : (X,B)→ Y be a good lc-trivial morphism from an lc pair to a
complete variety. Then, the moduli b-divisor M is b-nef and log abundant with respect
to the induced generalised pair.
We begin with an elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.24. Let f : X → Y be a contraction of quasi-projective normal varieties.
Suppose the following conditions holds:
(1) (Weakly semi-stable) There exist reduced divisors ∆,∆Y on X, Y respectively,
such that f : (X,∆)→ (Y,∆Y ) satisfies the conditions listed in Theorem 2.33.
(2) (Lc-trivial) There exists a sub-boundary B such that f : (X,B) → Y is an
lc-trivial fibration.
(3) (Resolved) Let B be the discriminant b-divisor, M be the moduli b-divisor with
traces BY ,MY on Y . We have that, B is supported by ∆, BY ,MY are supported
by ∆, and M is represented by MY .
Then, we have:
(i) Given a prime divisor Q of Y such that (Y,Q+∆Y ) is log smooth, if Q * ∆Y ,
then bQ = 1 and (X,B + f
∗Q) is sub-lc (for definition of bQ, see Section 2.5).
(ii) Given a vertical prime divisor S ⊂ B=1 with its image T , and any prime divisor
Q of T , if Q * ∆T = (∆Y − T )|T , then bQ = 1.
Proof. (i). Set b := sup{t|(X,B + tf ∗Q) is sub-lc}. By condition (3), f ∗Q does not
contain any sub-lc centre in its support, hence b > 0. Let S be the newly constructed
sub-lc centre of (X,B+ bf ∗Q). Since f is a resolved quasi-trivial morphism, the image
T of S is a sub-lc center of (Y,BY + bQ). Because Q does not contain any sub-lc centre
of (Y,BY ) in its support, we deduce that T is also newly constructed, hence b = 1. In
particular, we have bQ = 1.
(ii). Shrinking Y and X accordingly, we may assume Q is smooth and its support
does not contain any sub-lc centre of (Y,BY ). Moreover, we may assume Y is affine. By
a theorem of Bertini, there is a prime divisor P ⊂ Y containing Q such that (Y, P+∆Y )
is log smooth. Indeed, one simply notices that intersecting non-transversally defines
a proper linear subspace of Vn in [Stack20, Lemma 0FD5]. Hence, by (i), we deduce
(X,∆+ f ∗P ) is sub-lc which in turn implies bQ = 1. 
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Definition 4.25 (Filtration of strata in codimension one). Let (X,B) be a sub-dlt pair
and S be a stratum. An ascending sequence of strata
S = S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sn = X
is called a filtration of strata in codimension one if the codimension of Si in Si+1 is one
for all i.
Definition 4.26. Let f : (X,B)→ (Y,BY ) be a surjective morphism of sub-dlt pairs,
and T be a stratum of Y . A stratum S of (X,B) is said to be saturated over B if
(♣) there exist a filtration of strata in codimension one of T :
T = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Tm = Y,
and a filtration of strata in codimension one of S:
S = S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sn = X
such that f(S) = T and for every 0 ≤ j ≤ m, there is some j ≤ i ≤ n with
f(Si) = Tj .
A similar technique from [FG14, Theorem 1.1] will be used in the proof of the next
theorem. But we will not directly apply [FG14, Theorem 1.1]. See also
Theorem 4.27. Let f : (X,B)→Y be a dlt-trivial morphism and T be a stratum of the
induced dlt pair (Y,BY ). Suppose S is a stratum of (X,B) saturated over T . Then,
(1) f |S : (S,BS)→ T is a dlt-trivial morphism where KS +BS = (KX +B)|S.
(2) If we denote by (T,BT +MT ) the g-dlt generalised pair with the moduli b-divisor
M|T given by the adjunction formula KT +BT +MT = (KY +BY +MY )|T , and
we denote by (T, CT + NT ) the g-dlt generalised pair with the moduli b-divisor
N given by the dlt-trivial morphism f |S : (S,BS)→ T . Then, we have
M|T = N.
Proof. We will prove by induction on the dimension of X . We divide the proof into
several steps.
Step 1. If dimX = 1, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose dimX = n and by
induction we may assume Theorem 4.27 holds in dimension ≤ n − 1. By definition of
S, there is a filtration of strata in codimension one of T :
T = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Tm = Y,
and a filtration of strata in codimension one of S:
S = S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sn = X
such that for every j, there is some j ≤ i with f(Si) = Tj. Let Z be the image of
Sn−1 on Y , KSn−1 + BSn−1 = (KX + B)|Sn−1 and (Z,∆Z + PZ) be the induced g-lc
generalised pair with data PZ . Note that either Z = Y or Z = Tm−1. If we suppose
f |Sn−1 : (Sn−1, BSn−1)→ Z is a dlt-trivial fibration and we denote by (T,∆T + PT ) the
g-dlt generalised pair with data PT given by the adjunction formula KT +∆T + PT =
(KZ + ∆Z + PZ)|T and denote by P the b-divisor represented by PZ , then P|T is the
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b-divisor represented by PT , and hence, by Theorem 4.27 in dimension n− 1, we have
f |S : (S,BS)→ T is also a dlt-trivial morphism and
P|T = N.
Therefore it suffice to show that f |Sn−1 : (Sn−1, BSn−1) → Z is a dlt-trivial morphism
and P =M|Z . Replacing S, T with Sn−1, Z, we may assume S is a prime divisor on X
and T = Y or T is a prime divisor on Y .
We may assume further that f has connected fibres. Indeed, let f : X
f˜
→ Y˜
γ
→ Y
be the Stein factorisation which in turn induces a factorisation of f |S : S
f̂S→ T̂ ν
γ|
T̂ ν→ T
where T̂ is the image of S on Y˜ with is normalisation T̂ ν. Since γ|T̂ ν is finite and
f |S is an lc-trivial morphism, by the rigidity lemma, we deduce that f̂S is an lc-trivial
morphism. If we fix an R-rational function ϕ, then by Remark 4.7(2) the moduli
b-divisors M, M˜ on Y, Y˜ are uniquely determined. Since ϕ can be chosen sufficiently
general, we may assume ϕ|S is well-defined, andN, N̂ on T, T̂ ν are uniquely determined.
By construction we have N = 1
deg γT
γT,∗N̂ where the notation γT := γ|T̂ ν . Thus, by
Lemma 4.9, it suffices to prove M˜|T̂ ν = N̂ and f̂S is good.
Thanks to Proposition 4.22 there exist a birational model φ : Y˜ ′ → Y˜ and a log
birational model (X ′, B′) of (X,B) with a B-birational contraction π : (X ′, B′) 99K
(X,B) such that the induced map f˜ ′ : (X ′, B′) 99K Y˜ ′ is a Q-factorial dlt-trivial
fibration. Let T̂ ′, S ′ be the birational transforms of T̂ , S, and M˜′, N̂′ be the moduli b-
divisors given by f ′, f ′|S′ respectively. Because the restricted map (S
′, BS′) 99K (S,BS)
is B-birational where BS′ is given by KS′ + BS′ = (KX′ + B
′)|S′, then we have M˜ =
M˜′, N̂ = N̂′. Replacing X, Y, f with X ′, Y˜ ′, f˜ ′ and the rest accordingly we may assume
f is a contraction.
Step 2. In this step we will modify X, Y and f so that one can alter the restricted
morphism f |S : S → T to a contraction. Indeed, let f |S : S
f˜S→ T˜
ζ
→ T be the Stein
factorisation. Since ζ is finite, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a finite morphism ρ : Y˜ → Y
together with a prime divisor T̂ such that ν : T˜ → T̂ is the normalisation.
By abuse of notation, we will freely use the notaions Ti, Si and Z afterwards. Now
write Y1 = Y˜ , T1 = T˜ . Let f1 : (X1, B1)→ Y1 be the lc-trivial fibration induced by the
finite base change ρ and let ̺ : X1 → X be the induced morphism. By a diagram chase,
given any main component S1 of the normalisation of S ×T T1, the following diagram
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commutes where the notations ̺S1 := ̺|S1 , fS1 := f |S1 and ρT1 := ρ|T1 = ζ .
S1
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
fS1

̺S1 // S
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄

X1

// X
f

T1
ν   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
// T
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
Y1
ρ // Y
Since ν : T1 → T̂ is the normalisation, there is a main component S1 such that the
induced morphism fS1 is a fibration and fS1 = f˜S.
Let f1 : (X1, B1) → Y1, fS1 : (S1, BS1) → T1 be the induced lc-trivial fibrations of
f, f |S under base changes ρ, ζ , and letM1,N1 be the moduli b-divisors defined by f1, fS1
respectively. According to Remark 4.12, one infers thatM1 = ρ
∗M and 1
deg ζ
ζ∗N1 = N.
So, by Lemma 4.9, it is enough to proveM1|T1 = N1 which implies the goodness of f |S.
Step 3. We continue modifying X1, Y1 and f1 so that we will apply weak semi-stable
reduction. Since (Y1, BY1 + MY1), (T1, BT1 + MT1) are g-sub-lc, there exist birational
morphisms σ : X ′1 → X1, ψ : Y
′
1 → Y1 satisfying the following conditions:
(1). (X ′1, B
′
1) and (Y
′
1 , BY ′1 +MY ′1 ) are log smooth where KX′1 + B
′
1 = σ
∗(KX1 + B1)
and KY ′
1
+BY ′
1
+MY ′
1
= ψ∗(KY1 +BY1 +MY1).
(2). MY ′
1
represents the moduli b-divisor M1, in particular, MY ′
1
|T ′
1
represents the
moduli b-divisor M1|T1, where T
′
1 is the birational transform of T1.
(3). NT ′
1
represents the moduli b-divisor N1, where NT ′
1
= N1,T ′
1
.
Replacing X1, Y1 and f1 withX
′
1, Y
′
1 and f
′
1, we may assume f1 : (X1, B1)→ (Y1, BY1+
MY1) is a contraction of quasi-projective sub-dlt pairs satisfying the conditions (1)-(3).
Now let ZY ⊂ Y1 be a proper closed subset such that (X1, B1) is log smooth over
Y1\ZY and Z = f
−1
1 (Supp(BY1 +MY1)
⋃
ZY )
⋃
SuppB1 and apply Theorem 2.32 and
2.33 to construct a commutative diagram
(X2,∆2)
f2

µ // X1
f1

(Y2,∆Y2)
η // Y1
which consists of a Q-factorial klt quasi-projective variety X2 with a reduced divisor ∆2
whose components are normal, a smooth quasi-projective variety Y2 with a snc divisor
∆Y2 , a projective morphism f2 : X2 → Y2 and generically finite projective surjective
morphisms µ : X2 → X1, η : Y2 → Y1 and which satisfy the following conditions:
(i). (X2,∆2) is lc.
(ii). µ−1Z ⊆ ∆2 is a reduced divisor, ∆v2 = f
−1
2 ∆Y2 where ∆
v
2 denotes the vertical/Y2
part of ∆2.
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(iii). All the fibers of f2 are equidimensional and reduced.
There exist a g-sub-lc centre T2 ⊆ B=1Y2 and a sub-lc centre S2 ⊆ B
=1
2 dominant over
T2 such that σ|T2 : T2 → T1, µ|S2 : S2 → S1 are generically finite projective surjective
since S1 is a prime divisor and T1 is a prime divisor or the whole variety Y1. Moreover,
the induced morphism f2|S2 : (S2, BS2) → T2 is an lc-trivial fibration where BS2 is
defined by KS2 + BS2 = (KX2 + B2)|S2 . Consider the following commutative diagram
where the notations fS2 := f2|S2, ηT2 = η|T2 and µS2 = µ|S2.
S2
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
fS2

µS2 // S1
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆

X2

// X1

T2
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
// T1
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Y2
η // Y1
Moreover, by Lemma 2.28 ([Amb05, Proposition 3.1]), we see M2 = η
∗M1 and N2 =
(ηT2)
∗N where M2 and N2 are the moduli b-divisors given by f2 : (X2, B2) → Y2 and
fS2 : (S2, BS2) → T2 respectively, and hence M2|T2 = (ηT2)
∗M|T1. By conditions (2),
(3), we deduce that N2 is represented by NT2 = (ηT2)
∗NT1 and M2 is represented by
MY2 = η
∗MY1 . So it suffices to show that NT2 = MY2 |T2.
Step 4. The final step is to establish NT2 = MY2 |T2 which completes the whole proof. By
Lemma 2.35, we have µ−1SuppB1
⋃
Ex(µ) ⊆ ∆2 and η−1(Supp(BY1 +MY1))
⋃
Ex(η) ⊆
∆Y2 . Hence, (X2, B2) is lc with B2 supported by ∆2, and (Y2, BY2 +MY2) is log smooth
with BY2 +MY2 supported by ∆Y2 . Because by construction we have
(B2 +
∑
P∈∆Y2
bPf
∗
2P )
>0 ≤ ∆2,
where by the notation P ∈ ∆Y2 we mean P is a component of the reduced divisor ∆Y2 ,
we see (X2, (B2+
∑
P∈∆Y2
bPf
∗
2P )
>0) is sub-lc. Now we pick a sufficiently small number
ǫ > 0, write
Θ2 := B2 +
∑
P∈∆Y2
bPf
∗
2P
and run a log MMP/Y2 on
KX2 + Ξ2 := KX2 +Θ
>0 + ǫ
∑
i
Ei
where E ′is are all prime divisors on X2 with f2(Ei) ∈ ∆Y2 and the multiplicities
multEi Θ
>0
2 < 1. Because −B
<0
1 |F1 = Nσ((KX1 + B
>0
1 )|F1) on a general fibre F1 of
f1, there exists a horizontal/Y2 divisor D
h := −Bh,<02 ≥ 0 satisfying
Dh|F2 = −B
h,<0
2 |F2 = −B
<0
2 |F2 = Nσ((KX2 + Ξ2)|F2)
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where Bh2 denotes the horizontal/Y2 part of B2 and F2 denotes a general fibre of f2.
Moreover, since ǫ is sufficiently small, we see Ξ2 ≤ ∆2 which in turn implies that
(X2,Ξ2) is lc. One can easily check that the vertical/Y2 divisor
Dv := −Θv,<0 + ǫ
∑
i
Ei ≥ 0
is very exceptional/Y2. Now we have
KX2 + Ξ2 ∼R D/Y2
where D := Dh + Dv. Therefore, by Lemma 2.16 the above MMP/Y2 contracts all
components of D and terminates with a good minimal model (X3/Y2,Ξ3) where Ξ3 is
the birational transform of Ξ2. Consider the commutative diagram where the notation
f3 denotes the induced morphism.
S2
zz
❣✐❧
♥
♣
s   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
fS2

µS2 // S1
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆

Sν3
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP X2

{{
❣❥❧
♥
q
s
// X1
f

X3
f3
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP T2
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
// T
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Y2
η // Y1
Note that Ξ3 = B3 +
∑
P∈∆Y2
bP f
∗
3P , and that the rational map given by the MMP
(X2,Θ2) 99K (X3,Ξ3) is B-birational. Also note thatKX+B3 ∼R 0/Y2, the pair (X3,Ξ3)
is Q-factorial lc and the vertical/Y2 part of Ξ3 is a reduced divisor. In addition, since
f2 is weakly semi-stable, it holds that
Ξv3 = (B3 +
∑
P∈∆Y2
bPf
∗
3P )
v =
∑
P∈∆Y2
f ∗3P = f
∗
3∆Y2
where Ξv3 denotes the vertical/Y3 part of Ξ3. Because multS2 B2 = 1, the rational map
X2 99K X3 does not contract S2. Let S3 be the birational transform of S2 with its
normalisation υ : Sν3 → S3. Therefore, by the adjunction formula (for example, see
[Kaw07]) one infers that
(♠) ΞSν
3
≥ (B3 +
∑
P∈∆Y2
bP f
∗
3P − S3)|Sν3 ≥
∑
Q∈∆T2
f ∗S3Q = f
∗
S3
∆T2
where fS3 := (f3 ◦ ν)|Sν3 : S
ν
3 → T2, the boundary divisor ΞSν3 is defined by KSν3 +ΞSν3 =
(KX3 + Ξ)|Sν3 and ∆T2 := (∆Y2 − T2)|T2 is a snc divisor on T2.
Writing CT2 for the discriminant divisor of fS2 : (S2, BS2) → T2, since fS2 has
equidimensional and reduced fibres, by Lemma 4.24, we have SuppCT2 ⊆ ∆T2 , hence
CT2 =
∑
Q∈∆T2
(1− bQ)Q where bQ is given by the lc threshold over the generic point of
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Q. Since (S2, BS2 +
∑
Q∈∆T2
b′Q(f2|S2)
∗Q) is sub-lc, where b′Q := bP if Q is an irreducible
component of P |T2 for some P ∈ ∆Y2 , we deduce bQ ≥ b
′
Q, hence CT2 ≤ (BY2 − T2)|T2.
On the other hand, writing KS3 +BSν3 = (KX3 +B3)|Sν3 , because
ΞSν
3
= BSν
3
+
∑
Q∈∆T2
b′Qf
∗
S3
Q,
by (♠) it in turn holds that
BSν
3
≥
∑
Q∈∆T2
(1− b′Q)f
∗
S3
Q.
We therefore deduce bQ ≤ b′Q, hence CT2 ≥ (BY2 − T2)|T2 . So we conclude CT2 = BT2 =
(BY2 − T2)|T2. Because KT2 +BT2 +MY2 |T2 = KT2 +CT2 +NT2 , we obtain the equation
NT2 = MY2 |T2.

Remark 4.28. By the inductive argument and the previous theorem, it is easy to see
that, for any stratum T of (Y,BY ), there exists s stratum S of (X,B) saturated over
T .
Proof of Theorem 4.23. By Proposition 4.22, replacing f : (X,B)→ Y we may assume
it is a dlt-trivial morphism. Let (Y,BY +MY ) be the induced g-dlt generalised pair. It
suffices to show that, for every lc centre T of (Y,BY ), the moduli b-divisorM|T is b-nef
and abundant. Thanks to Theorem 4.27 and the above remark, there exists a stratum
S of (X,B) with f(S) = T such that, writing KS + BS = (KX + B)|S, the morphism
f |S : (S,BS) → T is dlt-trivial and M|T = N where N is the moduli b-divisor of f |S.
So, it is sufficient to prove M is b-nef and abundant when S = X and T = Y .
To this end, let W be a minimal horizontal/Y lc centre of (X,B). Again by Theorem
4.27, writing KW +BW = (KX +B)|W , the morphism f |W : (W,BW )→ Y is dlt-trivial
and M = P where P is the moduli b-divisor of f |W . Replacing (X,B) with (W,BW )
we may assume ⌊B⌋ has no horizontal/Y component. Finally, the result follows from
Corollary 2.27 and Remark 4.10. 
Since an lc-trivial fibration is a good lc-trivial morphism, we immediately obtain the
corollary.
Corollary 4.29. Let f : X → Y be a surjective morphism between normal complete
varieties with connected fibres. Suppose that (X,B) is an lc pair with KX +B ∼R 0/Y .
Then the moduli b-divisor M is b-nef and log abundant with respect to the induced
generalised pair.
The following theorem is a relative version of Theorem 4.23.
Theorem 4.30. Let f : (X,B) → Y be a good lc-trivial morphism from an lc pair.
Suppose that Y is proper over a variety Z. Then, the moduli b-divisor M is b-nef and
log abundant over Z with respect to the induced generalised pair.
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Proof. Since the definition of relative abundance (see Definition 2.3) only concerns a
general fibre, the question is local. So, we may assume Z is affine.
We will follow a standard procedure to compactify (X,B) and Y so that we may
reduce the theorem to the projective case. First, let Z →֒ Zc, Y →֒ Y c and X →֒ Xc
be open immersions to projective varieties such that the induced map Y c 99K Zc and
Xc 99K Y c are proper morphisms. Now take a resolution πc : X
c
→ Xc so that the
induced morphism π : X → X is a log resolution of (X,B). Let (X,B) be a log smooth
model of (X,B), and (X
c
, B
c
) be a log smooth dlt pair where B
c
is given by the closure
of B in X
c
. Next, we run a log MMP/Y c on KXc +B
c
with scaling of some ample/Y c
divisor. Because KX + B ∼K E/Y where E ≥ 0 is a very exceptional/Y divisor, by
[Bir12, Theorem 3.4], the log MMP contracts E after finitely many steps and we reach
a model X
c
1 on which KXc1 + B
c
1 ∼K 0/Y . Because the generic point of every lc centre
of (X
c
1, B
c
1) is mapped into Y , also noting that KXc1 + B
c
1 is a convex combination of
Q-divisor which are K-linearly trivial over Y , by [Bir12, Theorem 1.4][HX13, Theorem
1.1] (see also [Ha19, Theorem 1.2][Hu17, Theorem 3.2] for a generalised result for an
arbitrary R-boundary), the above log MMP terminates with a good minimal model
gc1 : (X
c
1, B
c
1)→ Y
c
1 /Y
c.
Let X1 = X
c
1 ×Zc Z, B1 = B
c
1|X1 and Y1 = Y
c
1 ×Zc Z. Note that the induced map
(X1, B1) 99K (X,B) is B-birational. Hence, they induce the same discriminant b-divisor
B and moduli b-divisor M on Y . Since Definition 4.1 and 4.8 is local near the generic
point, one can easily check that f1 : (X1, B1) → Y is a good lc-trivial morphism.
Writing M˜ for the moduli b-divisor of gc1, since γ : Y
c
1 → Y
c is generically finite, we see
M˜|Y1 = γ
∗M. By Theorem 4.23, the moduli b-divisor M˜ is b-nef and log abundant with
respect to the induced generalised pair. So, by Lemma 2.9, the moduli b-divisor M˜ is b-
nef and log abundant over Zc. Since the definition of relative abundance only concerns
a general fibre, M˜|Y1 is b-nef and log abundant over Z. Finally, by Remarks 4.10
and 4.16, M is b-nef and log abundant over Z with respect to the induced generalised
pair. 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain a relative version of Corollary 4.29.
Corollary 4.31. Let f : X → Y be a proper surjective morphism between normal
varieties with connected fibres. Suppose that (X,B) is an lc pair with KX +B ∼R 0/Y .
Suppose further that Y is proper over a variety Z. Then the moduli b-divisor M is
b-nef and log abundant over Z with respect to the induced generalised pair.
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